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ABSTRACT
This body of work aims at establishing an approach for intraoperative 
discrimination of cardiac tissue types based on fiber-optics confocal microscopy 
(FCM). An important application of this approach is in pediatric heart surgery. A 
major risk of these surgeries is surgically-induced trauma to the specialized 
tissue of the cardiac conduction system. Current clinical practice during pediatric 
heart surgery is to approximate the disposition of the conduction system and 
scrupulously avoid it. A method for real-time delineation of the conduction system 
during pediatric heart surgery is needed.
FCM allows for real-time imaging of cellular and sub-cellular features up to 
100 micrometers below a specimen’s surface. We hypothesized that an 
approach based on FCM and fluorescent extracellular dyes would allow for 
delineation of the conduction system. We investigated this approach in the living 
arrested heart of rodent. In addition, the approach was validated in fixed tissue 
preparations from rodent, hearts using immunohistochemistry, three-dimensional 
conventional confocal microscopy, and image processing. Furthermore, we 
investigated dye delivery and microdosing approaches for intraoperative FCM 
discrimination of cardiac tissue types motivated by concerns in regards to 
consumption and adverse reactions of the dyes used in clinical applications of 
FCM. Lastly, we assessed the performance of the human and automated
classification systems in identifying cardiac tissue types acquired using this novel 
approach.
We demonstrated that it was feasible to discriminate cardiac tissue types 
using FCM and extracellular dyes. In our investigation into dye delivery and 
microdosing approaches, we showed that the developed novel local dye delivery 
approach based on a foam agarose dye carrier is particularly suitable for FCM 
during pediatric heart surgery. Furthermore, both human and automated 
classification systems achieved similarly high sensitivity and specificity in 
discriminating cardiac tissue types including tissue of the conduction system.
We suggest that this work constitutes an important step in clinical 
translation of FCM for cardiac tissue discrimination. The imaging approach as 
well as the foam agarose carrier for microdosed delivery of dye and the 
automated methods for tissue classification have the potential to reduce the 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Congenital heart defects (CHD) are the most common type of birth defect 
in the United States with an estimated 32,000 new cases in the U.S. per year and
1.5 million new cases worldwide.1, 2 CHD can oftentimes be lethal if left 
untreated.3, 4 The state-of-the art approach for repairing CHD is pediatric heart 
surgery. Several complications can occur as a result of these complex surgical 
interventions, in particular, injury to the electrical conduction pathways of the 
heart such as the sinoatrial and atrioventricular node. The primary therapeutic 
intervention in treating these complications is permanent artificial pacing using 
pacemakers.
The sinoatrial node (SAN), atrioventricular node (AVN), and other 
pathways of the cardiac conduction system are not usually grossly visible as 
these specialized tissues reside below the surface of the heart wall.5 In order to 
avoid damaging the conduction system during pediatric heart surgery, surgeons 
rely on an empirical approach and guidelines developed from gross anatomical 
studies carried out on a small population of congenitally malformed hearts to 
approximate the disposition of the conduction system.6 However, the distribution 
of the conduction system can vary individually and with the complexity of the
defect. A forward-looking clinical strategy is needed to prevent damage to the 
specialized tissue of the conduction system during surgery and preserve cardiac 
autonomic activity.
A recently introduced endomicroscopy system has emerged as a tool in 
assisting clinicians in diagnosis of diseases during endocoscopy. This imaging 
technology combines a confocal laser system with fiber-optic imaging 
microprobes and is capable of in vivo visualization of cellular and sub-cellular 
features. In addition, the fiber-optics confocal microscopy (FCM) allows for real­
time, cross-sectional imaging within approximately 100 microns from the tissue 
surface. Current clinical applications of FCM include imaging of internal 
microstructure of tissues in gastrointestinal7, respiratory8, 9, and urinary tracts10 
following intravenous injection of a contrast agent.
The aims of this project were to explore the feasibility of clinical translation 
of FCM for intraoperative microscopic discrimination of cardiac tissue types, in 
particular, for pediatric heart surgery. In the case of pediatric heart surgery, real­
time visualization of nodal tissue with FCM could potentially reduce the risk of 
injury to the specialized tissue of the conduction system. In this chapter, we will 
look in detail at the motivation for this project; of interest is incidence of 
congenital heart defects and prevalence of injury to the specialized tissue of the 
conduction system in surgical repair of these congenital heart defects. In 
addition, the author will examine the attributable factors associated with 
postoperative complications following pediatric heart surgery. In Chapter 2, we 
will look at experiments performed to show feasibility in identifying these
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characteristic microstructural features using both 3D confocal as well as FCM in 
both fixed and isolated, perfused hearts from rodent. In Chapter 3, we will look at 
dye delivery approaches that facilitate the translation of FCM for cardiac tissue 
discrimination. In Chapter 4, the author will describe a study looking at the 
performance of human and automated discrimination of nodal and working 
myocardium tissue acquired with FCM. Finally, in Chapter 5, the author will 
summarize the results of this body of work and how the work has advanced the 
cardiovascular and imaging field.
1.1 What is CHD?
CHD, also known as congenital heart disease or congenital cardiovascular 
defects, is a category of heart disease in which the heart or major blood vessels 
abnormally forms within a fetus during its development in the uterus. The cause 
of congenital heart disease is unknown and continues to be investigated and 
researched. However, there are some factors associated with an increased 
chance of having CHD including genetic or chromosomal abnormalities such as 
Down syndrome and drug and alcohol abuse by the mother during pregnancy.11
1.1.1 Types
CHD are divided into two types: cyanotic (lack of oxygen resulting in a 
bluish tint to the skin, lips, and fingernails) and acyanotic. In addition, CHD are 
categorized as mild, moderate, or severe. The severity of CHD depends on the 
size and complexity of the defect, also referred to as lesion. Furthermore, the
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amount of expertise for optimal management of a defect is proportional to its 
severity. For instance, a hole between the wall of the ventricles known as a 
ventricular septal defect (VSD) can be categorized as a mild CHD if the size of 
the lesion is small. In some cases, these mild cases can spontaneously resolve 
as the infant develops. On the other hand, CHD that results in severely ill infants 
and requires surgical treatment are categorized as severe. An example of a 
severe CHD is dextro-TGA. In a normal heart, the right side of the heart pumps 
oxygen-poor blood into the lungs through the pulmonary arteries while the left 
side pumps oxygen-rich blood to the rest of the body through the aorta. In dextro- 
TGA, the aorta and pulmonary artery are transposed, therefore creating two 
separate circulatory systems and only oxygen-poor blood is ever circulated to the 
body while oxygen-rich blood is isolated within the pulmonary circulation. Often, 
infants with dextro-TGA have other heart defects such as a ventricular septal 
defect (VSD), allowing for at least some oxygen-rich blood to be circulated to the 
rest of the body. Severe CHD includes all cyanotic lesions such as dextro-TGA, 
tetralogy of Fallot, single ventricle physiology, and some forms of levo-TGA. Also 
included are acyanotic types of CHD such as atrioventricular septal defect and 
sizeable septal defects.12 Another example of a type of CHD that can vary in 
terms of severity is levo-TGA. Similar to dextro-TGA, the aorta and pulmonary 
arteries are transposed. However, in Ievo-TGA, the morphological left and right 
ventricles are also transposed. The double transposition of the greater arteries 
and the ventricles results in a "correction” towards normal cardio-pulmonary 
circulation. Oftentimes, levo-TGA is referred to as congenitally corrected TGA.
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The need for treatment and severity is dependent on whether other types of heart 
defects accompany the Ievo-TGA, as well as the ability of the morphological right 
ventricle to adapt to the increased pressure.
Severe and moderate CHD may be diagnosed during pregnancy using a 
cardiac ultrasound. However, some CHD are not detected until after birth and 
can even go unnoticed until adulthood. With the advent of the cardiac ultrasound 
and pulse oximetry, the detection rates have increased.3, 11
1.1.2 Prevalence
In 2000, the prevalence of CHD was 11.89 per 1000 children, 4.09 per 
1000 adults, and 5.78 per 1000 in the general population.13 The prevalence of 
severe CHD was 1.45 per 1000 children and accounted for 12% of all CHD 
lesions in children. In addition, the most prevalent lesions among severe CHD 
were conotruncal anomalies (e.g., tetralogy of Fallot, TGA) and atrioventricular 
septal defect. In this same study, it was also reported that the prevalence of 
severe CHD increased 85% in adults and 22% in children from 1985 to 2000.
1.1.3 Mortality
CHD is the leading killer of infants with birth defects. In 2010, CHD-related 
deaths accounted for 26.6% of all infants who died of a birth defect.11 However, 
improved diagnostic capacities, surgical techniques, and patient management 
have reduced mortality resulting from CHD. A study looking at death certificates 
filed in the U.S. from 1999 to 2006 reported an overall decline in mortality
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resulting from CHD of 24.1%.14 Among children 1-4 years and 5-17 years of age, 
mortality caused by CHD decreased 21.0% and 36.1%, respectively. However, 
infant (<1 year of age) and children (1-17 years) mortality accounted for 48.1% 
and 12.4%, respectively, of all mortality caused by CHD. This means almost 1 
out of 3 deaths caused by CHD from 1999 to 2006 were among infants and 
children.
When we look at survival of infants with severe CHD, there have been 
some improvements. One-year survival for these infants has improved from 
67.4% to 82.5% for birth eras of 1979-1993 and 1994-2005, respectively.15 
Furthermore, it was noted that the one-year survival was 97.1% for infants with 
nonsevere CHD born between 1979 and 2005.
A study by 16 estimated the number of infants born with mild, moderate, 
and severe CHD from 1940 to 2002 based on birth rates and incidence data. 
They expected about 1 million infants would be born with mild CHD and half that 
number each for moderate and severe CHD. They estimated that about 75 and 
80% of infants born with mild or moderate CHD, respectively, would still be alive 
in 2002 if treated. If not treated, only 40% would be alive. In addition, only 6% of 
infants with severe CHD would still be alive in 2002 if not treated compared to 
36% if treated.
1.2 Treatment of CHD
Depending on the severity, some defects may not need treatment (a small 
VSD which may close on its own) while others can be treated with medication.
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On the other hand, some defects including severe CHD, if left untreated, may 
have catastrophic consequences.3, 4 A state-of-the-art approach for treating CHD 
is pediatric heart surgery. An estimated 2.4 per 1000 infants born with CHD will 
require pediatric heart surgery in the first year of life.11 The estimated number of 
pediatric heart surgeries performed annually in the U.S. is 20,000-30,000.16, 17
The type, complexity, invasiveness, and time of surgical repair are 
dependent on the CHD. For example, a large VSD that has not closed by age 1 
requires open heart surgery in which the septal defect is closed with stitches or a 
patch. For surgical repair of dextro-TGA in which the aorta and pulmonary artery 
are connected to the wrong sides of the heart, open heart surgery with an arterial 
switch operation is performed in order to connect these arteries to their correct 
locations. This surgical repair is oftentimes performed shortly after birth. 
Hypothermic or normothermic cardiopulmonary bypass, as well as aortic cross­
clamping in which the systemic circulation is separated from the outflow of the 
heart by clamping of the aorta, may be required depending on the type of 
surgical repair.
1.3 Postoperative Complications 
There are dramatic changes in the hemodynamic and electrophysiologic 
substrate following surgical repair of CHD. Cellular injury from hypoxia and 
cardiopulmonary bypass, fibrosis at sites of suture lines, and patches and
chamber enlargement from abnormal pressure and volume loads are potentially
18deleterious consequences of these changes.18 In some cases, these changes
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can lead to serious complications including valvular insufficiency, arrythmias, and 
pulmonary hypertension. In addition, infective endocarditis and thromboembolic 
events have been associated with surgical repair of CHD involving patches, 
valves, and conduits.19
A particularly serious postoperative complication of CHD and the focus of 
this project is the production of conduction disturbances following surgical repair. 
These disturbances are unequivocally linked to the cardiac conduction system 
(CCS) of the heart and are the direct result of either developmental abnormalities 
of the CCS or direct surgical trauma to the specialized tissue of the CCS. If left 
untreated, conduction disturbances can be lethal. A group of studies found a 
mortality of 28-100% associated with conduction disturbances if left untreated.20 
In the subsequent sections of this chapter, we will look into the mechanisms that 
underlie the conduction disturbances and the current therapeutic intervention for 
treating this particular postoperative complication associated with CHD. But first 
we must examine in detail the cardiac conduction system and its surgical 
anatomy in both the structurally normal and abnormal heart.
1.4 CCS
The CCS is a group of specialized cardiac muscle cells that propagate 
electrical impulses throughout the rest of the heart. The sequential stimulation of 
the cardiac muscle by way of impulses from the CCS is what allows blood to be 
efficiently pumped throughout the body. The specialized cells of the CCS that 
initiate and conduct the impulse consist of three major parts: (1) SAN; (2)
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atrioventricular junctional area, including AVN and penetrating bundle of His; and 
(3) bundle branches and Purkinje fibers.
The initiation of the electrical impulse originates from the SAN. The SAN in 
the structurally normal heart is located in the upper anterior right atrium within the 
intercaval region at the junction of the superior vena cava and the right atrial 
appendage.21-23 From there, the impulse spreads from the SAN through 
peripheral nodal cells to surrounding atrial muscle of the right and left atria. Note 
that there is an interatrial tract known as the Bachmann bundle that is the 
preferential pathway for propagation of the impulse to the left atria.24 Within the 
right atria, there is some controversy as to the existence of isolated internodal 
tracts that would preferentially propagate the impulse from the SAN to the AVN.5, 
25 At present, the evidence does not support the presence of these tracts and 
instead, the impulse from the SAN has been suggested to spread through
nonspecialized cardiac muscle cells of the right atrium, also known as atrial
26 28working myocardium (AWM), towards the AVN.26-28 The spread of electrical 
impulse originating from the SAN and propagated through the atria via working 
myocardium and the Bachmann bundle produces atrial contraction.
During atrial contraction, the electrical impulse through the right AWM is 
funneled into two preferential routes: one through the interatrial septum and the 
other through the terminal crest. The two routes through the interatrial septum 
and the terminal crest connect up to what is known as the fast and slow pathway, 
respectively, into the AVN. As the names would suggest, the fast and slow 
pathways describe the fastest and slowest route for the electrical impulse to
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propagate into the AVN. The fast pathway is from the interatrial septum through a
29zone of transitional atrial muscle cells into the compact region of the AVN.29 In 
the case of the slow pathway, the route of electrical impulse into the AVN is from 
the terminal crest into an inferior extension of the AVN.30
The AVN as well as the transitional cell zone and inferior extension in the 
structurally normal heart is contained within the triangle of Koch. The triangle of 
Koch is bordered posteriorly by a ridge called the tendon of Todaro, anteriorly by 
the annulus of the tricuspid valve, with the base at the orifice of the coronary
22 31 33sinus and the apex corresponding to the central fibrous body.22 31-33 The compact 
portion of the AVN known as the compact node is located at the apex of the 
triangle. The electrical impulse enters into compact node of the AVN through the 
slow and fast pathways. The principle function of the AVN is to delay the 
electrical impulse and allow time for atrial contraction to completely fill the 
ventricles with blood. The compact node of the AVN becomes the penetrating 
bundle of His at the point where the conduction axis becomes insulated from the 
surrounding atrial myocardium by tissues of the central fibrous body. The 
penetrating bundle of His provides, in the normal heart, the only pathway for the 
electrical impulse that was previously delayed in the AVN to propagate into the 
ventricles. The penetrating bundle of His bifurcates at the crest of the ventricular 
septum into the left and right bundle branches. The left and right bundle 
branches rapidly carry the electrical impulse to the apical regions of the left and 
right ventricles, respectively. The bundle branches are enveloped in a connective 
tissue sheath that isolates them from the surrounding muscle. At the apex of the
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heart, the electrical impulse is broadly conducted from the bundle branches into 
the ventricles through a vast network of Purkinje fibers residing within the sub­
endocardial region of the ventricles. The electrical impulse is conducted in a 
sequential fashion through ventricular muscle cells and the sub-endocardial 
Purkinje fibers located at the apical region and progresses upwards to the basal 
region of the ventricles. The spread of the impulse from the apical to basal region 
allows for efficient ventricular contraction and ejection of blood from the ventricles 
into the lungs and throughout the body. In the next section, the author will 
describe how abnormal conduction can arise in the cardiac conduction system 
(CCS), in particular how these abnormalities can occur during surgical repair of 
CHD.
1.5 Conduction Disturbances Following 
Surgical Repair of CHD 
Abnormal conduction of the CCS can be present at birth (congenital) or 
develop during a patient’s life (acquired). The former case is known as congenital 
heart block and may be associated with neonatal lupus, in which maternal 
autoantibodies cross the placenta and injure the previously normal fetal heart.34 
In addition, congenital heart block can occur secondary to specific cardiac 
malformations including atrioventricular septal defect and levo-TGA. Specifically, 
the AVN in these malformations can be anatomically displaced outside of the 
triangle of Koch. This abnormal displacement results in a progressive decline in 
conduction of the CCS over the life of the patient if left untreated.35, 36 When
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diagnosed in utero and during the postnatal period, congenital heart block is 
associated with CHD in approximately one-third and one-half of all diagnoses,
37respectively.
Abnormal conduction of the CCS can also be acquired following surgical 
repair of CHD. These acquired conduction disturbances are commonly 
associated with surgical trauma to the pathways of the CCS. Depending on the 
complexity of the CHD and repair, surgical manipulation in and around regions of 
the CCS may be necessary. In most cases, the CCS cannot by directly visualized 
with the naked eye as it resides below the surface of the heart.5, 38 During 
surgical repair of CHD, surgeons approximate the location of the CCS based on 
the spatial relationship of the CCS to various anatomical landmarks. For 
example, the triangle Koch and its defining structures including the ostium of the 
coronary sinus, the anterior-septal leaflet of the tricuspid valve, and the tendon of 
todaro serves as the anatomical landmark to the AV. The defining landmarks to 
the SAN are the superior vena cava and the terminal sulcus, a groove that marks 
the junction between the right atrial appendage and the systemic venous 
component of the right atrium. The SAN, a crescent-shaped structure, is located 
within this groove usually to the right of the crest of the atrial appendage. The 
anatomical landmarks described can be used with a high degree of confidence to 
localize the CCS in the structurally normal heart. However, in congenitally 
malformed hearts, there can be a considerable amount of variation in relation to 
the course of the CCS.
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VSDs are typically classified according to the location of the defect in 1 of 
4 ventricular components: the inlet septum, trabecular septum, outlet/infundibular 
septum, or membraneous septum.6 Depending on the type of VSD, the course of 
the bundle of His and its associated regions: the penetrating bundle, 
nonbranching bundle, and branching bundle, can all vary.6, 39 The surgical 
anatomy of the bundle of His in the congenitally malformed heart is well 
described.6, 39 In the contemporary era, surgeons should know with a high degree 
of confidence the proximity of the CCS in relationship to a VSD. However, 
surgical trauma to the CCS during closure of VSDs still occurs. In a retrospective 
study by 39 looking at 2079 VSD closures performed from 1976 to 2001, twelve 
cases of trauma to the CCS was reported. Of these twelve, the authors suggest 
that in more than half of these cases, damage could have been avoided "had full 
advantage been taken of the extant anatomical knowledge” and that the "course 
of the atrioventricular bundle had been respected.” In comparison to VSDs, the 
extent of the anatomical knowledge in more complex CHDs including 
atrioventricular septal defect, Ievo-TGA, and single ventricle physiology is 
inadequate to precisely localize the CCS and to prevent surgical trauma to these 
tissue regions.40, 41
In regards to localization of the SAN, there are also challenges, mainly in 
regards to the extensive distribution of the SAN, which are just recently coming to 
light. It is well established from histology that the SAN is a crescent-shaped 
structure that rests at the junction of the superior vena cava and the right atrium. 
The "head” of the node extends toward the interatrial groove while the "tail”
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extends towards the orifice of the inferior vena cava. There does seem to be 
some variance in terms of the SAN size. A study by 23 had measured the SAN to 
be about 10-20 mm in length with a thickness of up to 5 mm. A histological study 
by 42 reported a mean length of 13.5 mm (range 8-21.5 mm) and a thickness 
around 8.8 mm. Recently, a combined histological and immunohistochemical 
analysis of the adult human SAN reported a nodal length and thickness of 29.5 
and 6.4 mm, respectively43. This latest study also brought to light a "paranodal 
area” in humans located close to the SAN. The paranodal area was composed of 
both nodal and atrial myocytes and exhibited a molecular architecture that was 
intermediate to the one found in SAN and atrial muscle. The paranodal area has 
been suggested but not confirmed to extend further towards the inferior vena 
cava than the SAN, which extends about a third of the distance between the 
superior and inferior caval veins. It is well documented in electrophysiologic 
studies that the leading pacemaker site can shift between the SAN and the SAN 
periphery. Leading pacemaker sites have been observed in humans not only 
near the superior vena cava but also at an inferior site in close proximity to the 
inferior vena cava.44, 45 A study by 46 required the entire crista terminalis from the 
superior to the inferior vena cava to be ablated in order to stop sinus rhythm. 
Whether or not the paranodal area is capable of pacemaking is still under 
investigation. However, if pacemaker shift were to be observed between the SA 
and the paranodal area, it would go a long way in reconciling histological, 
immunohistochemical, and electrophysiologic findings about this extensive 
region. The latest findings suggest that the SAN is not just a small nodule at the
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junction of the superior vena cava with the right atrium. In terms of localization of 
the SAN during surgical repair of CHD, the existing textbook picture of the SAN is 
not sufficient to prevent injury to this extensive structure.
The reliance on these imprecise techniques to localize the CSS, especially 
in complex malformations, has made surgical trauma to the CCS an 
underappreciated sequela following surgical repair of CHD. Of particular interest 
to this project is surgical trauma to the SAN and AVN, which is associated with 
sinus node dysfunction and postoperative atrioventricular (AV) block, 
respectively. In the following two sections, the author will detail how conduction 
disturbances can occur in these two regions of the CCS and their incidence.
1.5.1 Sinus Node Dysfunction 
An important risk factor for developing surgically-induced sinus node 
dysfunction is the surgical technique used in CHD repair.47-49 For instance, partial 
anomalous pulmonary venous connection (PAPVC) is a CHD in which one or 
more of the pulmonary veins fail to connect to the left atrium. Instead, the 
pulmonary veins end up connecting to the right atrium or superior vena cava. In 
most cases, the PAPVC is accompanied by an atrial septal defect. The 
conventional surgical technique for repair of a PAPVC involves redirecting the 
anomalous pulmonary vein into the left atrium through the defect by baffling 
these structures with a pericardial or synthetic patch. However, retraction and 
thickening of the patch material could result in pulmonary venous and superior 
vena cava obstruction.50, 51
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An alternative technique was introduced by 52 in which instead of a 
pericardial or synthetic patch, a J- or U-shaped right atriotomy was performed to 
form a flap from the right atrial wall. The atrial wall flap was pulled down and 
sutured to the rim of the septal defect in such a way as to baffle the defect and 
anomalous pulmonary vein into the left atrium. The reported advantage of this 
technique over conventional methods was that the preserved atrial contractility 
from the flap allowed appropriate growth of systemic and pulmonary venous 
pathways thereby reducing obstructions. However, the use of the J- or U-shaped 
incision to form the atrial wall flap resulted in an increased incidence of injury to 
the sinus node, sinus node artery, or crista terminalis. A study by 47 showed that 
50% of patients who underwent atrial wall flap technique for repair of PAPVC at 
the time of hospital discharge were identified with sinus node dysfunction, 
whereas none of the patients who underwent the more conventional repair via 
patch experienced sinus node dysfunction.
Recently, the Warden technique has come into favor in repair of 
PAPVC.53, 54 This technique requires the division of the superior vena cava, 
anastomosis of the cephalic superior vena cava to the right atrial appendage, 
and isolation of the caudal superior vena cava for pulmonary venous drainage. 
This technique has shown to have a lower incidence of pulmonary venous and 
superior venous cava obstruction. In addition, the technique requires less 
manipulation of the right atrium and superior vena cava, thereby avoiding injury 
to the SAN and has been shown to reduce the incidence of sinus node 
dysfunction.53-56
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In the contemporary era, a major risk factor for sinus node dysfunction is 
the surgical technique used for repair of a CHD. The techniques that have the 
highest incidence of sinus node dysfunction are those that do not scrupulously 
avoid manipulation in or around the SAN region.
1.5.2 Postoperative AV Block
Postoperative atrioventricular (AV) block is a recognized sequelae of 
surgical repair of CHD.57 AV block is classified as first-, second-, or third-degree 
(complete) block. The degree of AV block is defined based on measurements of 
the heart’s electrical activity using an electrocardiogram (ECG).58 First-degree AV 
block is defined as prolongation of the PR interval on an ECG to more than 200 
msec. Second- and third-degree AV block is characterized by partial or complete 
interruption, respectively, of the electrical impulse between the atria and the 
ventricles through the AVN. Second-degree AV block is presented 
electrocardiographically as some P waves that are not followed by a QRS 
complex. Advanced second-degree AV block refers to 2 or more consecutive P 
waves without a QRS complex. Third-degree AV block is defined as the absence 
of QRS complexes following every P wave.
AV block can occur during the immediate period following repair of CHD 
as a result of swelling or tissue edema around the AVN. If these conduction 
disturbance do occur, they usually resolve within the first week after surgery 
without any permanent damage to the conduction system. Guidelines by the 
American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association/Heart Rhythm
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Society list "advanced second- or third-degree AV block that persists for at least 
7 days and that is not expected to resolve after cardiac surgery” as a Class I 
indication for pacemaker implantation for patients with CHD.59
A prospective study by 60 observed that out of 2,698 CHD operations, 54 
(2%) were complicated by immediate postoperative AV block. From a subset of 
51 study patients with AV block, 32 (63%) were observed to have recovered AV 
conduction within the first month of surgery. Of the patients who showed 
recovery within the first month of surgery, 42%, 81%, and 97% of the patients 
regained AV conduction by postoperative day 2, 7, and 9, respectively.
A sizable percentage of patients who exhibited persistent postoperative 
AV block and in whom pacemakers were placed, showed a return of AV 
conduction at a later time. Spontaneous recovery of AV conduction has been 
seen in patients in which pacemakers were placed at median follow up of 5.5 
years (0.10 - 20 years).61 In the study by 60, permanent pacemakers were 
implanted in 31 (57%) of the 54 patients with immediate postoperative AV block. 
Of those 31 patients, 11 (39%) had late recovery of AV conduction. A study by 62 
reported that out of 72 patients with persistent postoperative AV block who 
underwent pacemaker implantation, 7 (10%) patients showed recovery of AV 
conduction at a median of 41 days (18-113 days) after CHD repair.
Patients who have undergone surgical repair of CHD are at risk of 
developing late-onset or delayed postoperative AV bock. In these cases, no AV 
block or only transient AV block was exhibited prior to hospital discharge. In the 
study by 60, 3 (9%) of the 32 patients who recovered from transient AV block and
18
subsequently discharged were observed to have second-degree AV block on 
postoperative day 57, year 2, and month 7. The onset of this delayed 
postoperative AV block has been reported to occur between 2 days and 25 years
postoperatively.57, 63-65 One of the few risk factors shown to be associated with
66delayed postoperative AV block is transient AV block. A study by 66 observed 2 
(15%) of 13 patients who recovered from transient AV block during the 
immediate postoperative period, having subsequently developed delayed 
postoperative AV block. In this same study, of the 892 patients with no previous 
cases of AV block, only 4 (0.4%) developed delayed postoperative AV block.
Based on the above findings, there are several considerations in 
determining the appropriate timing for permanent pacing therapy.58 In the case 
that the AV block is persistent, nonintervention can be potentially fatal. In 
addition, cost-driven pressures to reduce hospital length of stay and the 
associated increase in hospital costs would favor early intervention. However, if 
the AV block turned out to be transient but a permanent pacemaker was 
implanted early in the postoperative period, the patient would have been 
subjected to unnecessary surgery as well as the lifelong complications and 
morbidity associated with pacing therapy. In the next section, we will explore 
further the complications and morbidity associated with permanent pacemaker 
implantations.
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1.6 Permanent Pacemaker Implantation
Permanent pacemaker implantation is the primary therapeutic 
intervention for treating conduction disturbances including sinus node dysfunction 
and postoperative AV block.59 Permanent pacemaker therapy is associated with 
device-related complications including issues with the system generator, lead 
body, or lead electrode. A study involving 497 patients over a 22-year period 
showed that lead failure occurred in 155 leads (15%) and 115 patients (23%) 
with a higher incidence of lead failures in pediatric patients.67
In addition, permanent pacemaker therapy is associated with patient-
related complications including pneumothorax, pericardial effusion/tamponade,
68hematoma, endocarditis/epericarditis, surgical wound infection, and death.68 
Pacemaker-related infections including superficial cellulitis, deep pocket 
infection, and endocarditis are serious and life-threatening complications 
associated with pacemaker implantation in the pediatric population. In a pediatric 
retrospective study, the overall incidence of pacemaker-related infection was 
7.8%.69
Evidence is now emerging that long-term pacing may also be detrimental 
to ventricular function.70 The conventional site for endocardial pacing in children 
has been at the right ventricular apex. Recent studies have shown that pacing 
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CHAPTER 2
IDENTIFICATION OF NODAL TISSUE IN THE LIVING HEART 
USING RAPID SCANNING FIBER-OPTICS CONFOCAL 
MICROSCOPY AND EXTRACELLULAR 
FLUOROPHORES
Huang C, Kaza AK, Hitchcock RW, Sachse FB. Identification of nodal tissue in 
the living heart using rapid scanning fiber-optics confocal microscopy and 
extracellular fluorophores. Circ Cardiovasc Imaging. 2013;6:739-46. Reprinted 
with permission from Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott Williams & Wilkins©. No 
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Identification of Nodal Tissue in the Living Heart Using 
Rapid Scanning Fiber-Optics Confocal Microscopy and 
Extracellular Fluorophores
Chao Huang, BS; Aditya K. Kaza, MD; Robert W. Hitchcock, PhD; Frank B. Sachse, PhD
Background—Risks associated with pediatric reconstructive heart surgery include injury of the sinoatrial node (SAN) and 
atrioventricular node (AVN), requiring cardiac rhythm management using implantable pacemakers. These injuries are 
the result of difficulties in identifying nodal tissues intraoperatively. Here we describe an approach based on confocal 
microscopy and extracellular fluorophores to quantify tissue microstructure and identify nodal tissue.
Methods and Results—Using conventional 3-dimensional confocal microscopy we investigated the microstructural 
arrangement of SAN, AVN, and atrial working myocardium (AWM) in fixed rat heart. AWM exhibited a regular striated 
arrangement of the extracellular space. In contrast, SAN and AVN had an irregular, reticulated arrangement. AWM, 
SAN, and AVN tissues were beneath a thin surface layer of tissue that did not obstruct confocal microscopic imaging. 
Subsequently, we imaged tissues in living rat hearts with real-time fiber-optics confocal microscopy. Fiber-optics confocal 
microscopy images resembled images acquired with conventional confocal microscopy. We investigated spatial regularity 
of tissue microstructure from Fourier analysis and second-order image moments. Fourier analysis of fiber-optics confocal 
microscopy images showed that the spatial regularity of AWM was greater than that of nodal tissues (37.5±5.0% versus 
24.3±3.9% for SAN and 23.8±3.7% for AVN; P<0.05). Similar differences of spatial regularities were revealed from 
second-order image moments (50.0±7.3% for AWM versus 29.3±6.7% for SAN and 27.3±5.5% for AVN; P<0.05).
Conclusions—The study demonstrates feasibility of identifying nodal tissue in living heart using extracellular fluorophores 
and fiber-optics confocal microscopy. Application of the approach in pediatric reconstructive heart surgery may reduce 
risks of injuring nodal tissues. (Circ Cardiovasc Imaging. 2013;6:739-746.)
Key Words: atrioventricular node ■ confocal imaging ■ congenital cardiac defect ■ sinoatrial node
■ 2-dimensional
The SAN, AVN, and other tissues of the conduction path­
ways are not visible using surgical loupes or microscopes. 
These instruments are based on reflection of light from the tis­
sue surface and do not provide visual information from within 
the tissue, where nodal tissue resides. The localization of 
SAN and AVN tissue during surgery is based on their relative 
proximity to anatomic landmarks. The SAN is usually located 
proximal to the crista terminalis in the right atrium. The 
AVN is adjacent to the atrioventricular septum of the heart. 
Commonly, the AVN is identified from the triangle of Koch, 
which is defined as the space between the septal leaflet of the 
tricuspid valve, coronary sinus, and the tendon of Todaro. In 
hearts with congenital defects this localization is made more 
difficult by individual variations in the spatial relationship of 
landmarks to nodal structures.7,8 The aforementioned postop­
erative complications can arise as a result of this imprecise 
methodology for localization of nodal tissue. Thus, imaging
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Of  all birth defects, congenital heart defects are the most frequent cause of death among infants in the US.1 The 
state-of-the-art approach to repair congenital heart defects 
is open heart reconstructive surgery in the neonatal period. 
Complications that can occur as a result of these complex 
surgeries are sinus node dysfunction or atrioventricular block 
arising from trauma to the sinoatrial node (SAN) and atrio­
ventricular node (AVN), respectively. These complications are 
associated with significant morbidity and mortality.2 Patients 
with persistent complications require short-term or chronic 
cardiac rhythm management using implantable pacemakers. 
The need for permanent pacemakers after repair for congeni­
tal cardiac defects ranges from 1% to 3% for ventricular septal 
defect to as high as 27% to 45% for congenitally corrected 
transposition of the great arteries.3-6
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approaches for real-time visualization of nodal tissue in the 
intraoperative setting could reduce the incidence of nodal dys­
function and conduction block.
In this study, we establish a novel intraoperative imaging 
modality to discriminate cardiac tissue types using methodol­
ogy based on fluorescent labeling, confocal microscopy, and 
image analysis. To achieve this aim, we investigated the micro­
structure of atrial working myocardium (AWM), the SAN, 
and the AVN in a rodent model. Using fluorescent markers 
for nodal cells and extracellular space and 3-dimensional (3D) 
conventional confocal microscopy, we created reconstructions 
at submicrometer resolution from fixed tissue. From these 
reconstructions we developed methods for characterization of 
tissue microstructure based on texture analysis. Subsequently, 
we evaluated our approach for tissue discrimination in the iso­
lated perfused heart using a recently introduced fiber-optics 
confocal microscopy (FCM) system, a fluorescent marker of 
the extracellular space, and specialized imaging microprobes. 
Using the acquired image data, we characterized the tissue 
microstructure with previously developed methods for texture 
analysis. We performed statistical analyses of conventional 
confocal microscopy and FCM image data to investigate the 
proposed approach for discrimination of cardiac tissue types. 
Furthermore, we explored fetal and infant tissue microstruc­
ture in human using conventional confocal microscopy to 
provide further insights into clinical translation of the devel­
oped approach.
Methods 
Rodent H eart Preparations
A ll procedures were approved by the University o f  Utah Institutional 
A nim al Care and U se Committee and follow ed  the guidelines o f  
the N ational Institutes o f  Health Guide for the Care and U se o f  
Laboratory Anim als.
Sprague-D aw ley m ale rats o f  «300  g body w eight were anesthe­
tized with pentobarbital (40 m g/kg) and anticoagulated with heparin 
(500 IU/kg). Follow ing intraperitoneal administration, hearts were 
rapidly excised  and Langendorff-perfused with cold  zero calcium  
Tyrode solution (in mmol/L: 92 NaCl, 11 dextrose, 4 .4  KCl, 5 M gCl2, 
24  HEPES, 20 taurine, 5 creatine, 5 C3H 3NaO 3, 1 NaH2PO4, 12.5 
NaOH; pH 7.2; ^10°C) at a flow rate o f  10 to 15 mL/min.
For preparations o f  living hearts, these were continuously  
Langendorff-perfused with cold  zero calcium  Tyrode solution. Before 
im aging, 5 pL o f  fluorescent dye was applied to the epicardial or 
endocardial surface o f  the heart to label the extracellular space within  
regions o f  interest. The fluorescent dye was A lexa Fluor 488 conju­
gated to dextran with a m olecular w eight o f  3 or 10 kDA  (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA) dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution  
to  a final concentration o f  125 pg/mL.
For fixed tissue preparations, perfusion with Tyrode solution ceased  
after 5 minutes. Afterward, hearts were either perfused for 5 m inutes 
with a zero calcium  Tyrode solution containing wheat germ agglu­
tinin (W G A ) conjugated to C F488A  (29022-1; Biotium , Hayward, 
CA; 1:100), follow ed by a 10-minute perfusion with Tyrode solution  
containing 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.2), or the hearts were im m e­
diately perfused with fixative. The hearts were then imm ersed in PBS  
containing 4% paraformaldehyde for 24  hours at 4°C. Tissue from the 
AW M, S A N , and A VN was dissected from the fixed hearts (Figure 1; 
Figures I and IIA in the online-only Data Supplement).
Immunofluorescent Labeling of Fixed Tissue
Preparations o f  fixed tissue were washed 3x  in PBS and then per- 
m eabilized and blocked with PBS solution containing 0.5% Triton
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Figure 1. Preparation for localization and characterization of 
sinoatrial node tissue. A, Fixed rat heart shown from posterior- 
lateral. B, Tissue section from region marked in (A). C, Con­
ventional confocal m icroscopic image of tissue preparation (B) 
labeled with antihyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide- 
gated potassium channel 4 (green) and antisarcomeric a-actinin 
(red). AO indicates aorta; CT, crista terminalis; IVC, inferior 
vena cava; LA, left atrium; PV, pulmonary vein; RAA, right atrial 
appendage; RV, right ventricle; and SVC, superior vena cava.
X -100  and 4% normal goat serum (16210-064; Gibco, Grand Island, 
N Y ) for 1 hour. After washing with PBS, preparations were bathed 
in Image-iT FX  Signal Enhancer (I36933; Invitrogen) for 1 hour. 
N ext, preparations were washed in PBS and incubated overnight with 
primary antibodies (antihyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleo­
tide-gated potassium channel 4  [HCN4, A PC -052, A lom one Labs, 
Jerusalem, Israel; 1:800]; antisarcomeric a-actinin [ab9465, Abcam, 
Cambridge, MA; 1:400]; 4 / ,6-diam idino-2-phenylindole [DAPI, 
D 1306, Invitrogen; 1:400]) in PBS incubation solution containing 
0.5% Triton X -100  and 4% normal goat serum. The follow ing day, 
preparations were washed 3x  in PBS and incubated overnight with  
secondary goat antirabbit IgG (H+L) conjugated to either A lexa Fluor 
488  or A lexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen; 1:400) and goat antimouse IgG1 
conjugated to A lexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen; 1:200) in PBS incuba­
tion solution. The next day, preparations were washed 3x  in PBS and 
stored in PBS solution until imaging. A ll labeling was performed on 
a laboratory platform rocker (S-2035-D ; Labnet International Inc, 
Woodbridge, NJ) at room temperature.
Imaging of Fixed Tissue
Fixed atrial tissue preparations were im aged using a confocal m i­
croscope (Z eiss LSM  5 D uo; Z eiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with 
a 4 0 x  o il im m ersion lens with a numeric aperture o f  1.3. Tissue 
sam ples were placed on a glass slide and a coverslip  was placed on  
top o f  the tissue (Figure IIB in the online-only Data Supplement). 
The coverslip  was gently pressed on the tissue, bringing its surface 
clo se  to the glass slide. Fluorophores w ithin the labeled preparations 
were individually excited  for each im age slice, alternating between  
364, 488 , 543, and 633 nm laser lines. The emitted light was co l­
lected through a longpass filter at 385 nm, bandpass filter for 505  
to  555 nm, longpass filter at 560 nm, and longpass at 650  nm. This 
multi-track im aging protocol reduced cross-talk o f  the applied fluo- 
rophores. 3D  im age stacks were acquired at a spatial resolution o f  
0 .2 x 0 .2 x 0 .2  pm  in x-, y- and ^-direction, respectively, a field o f  view  
o f  (x) 204 .8  pm by (y) 204.8 pm, and depth (z) up to 50  pm. D etails 
on the processing and visualization o f  im ages are provided in online- 
only Data Supplement.
Fourier Analysis of Tissue M icrostructure
The spatial distributions o f  the extracellular space in im ages from  
AW M  and nodal tissue were characterized from their Fourier spec- 
tra.9 A  discrete 2-dim ensional (2D ) Fourier transform was applied on 
x y  im ages after m ultiplying them with a Gaussian w indow function. 
Intensities in circular sectors with an angle o f  10° at spatial frequen­
cies from 0.07  to 0.2 pm -1 were integrated from the image spectra. A  
measure o f  spatial regularity was determined from a ratio o f  summed 
intensities within 15° o f  the peak o f  the angular spectra to the overall 
sum o f  intensities in angular spectra.
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Image Moment Analysis of Tissue M icrostructure
Higher-order im age m om ents were determined to characterize the 
spatial distributions o f  the extracellular space. Im ages were decom ­
posed in subregions with a dim ension o f  64 x 6 4  pixels. A  circular 
m ask was applied to each subregion and the central second-order 
m om ent calculated.10 Local orientation and scaling o f  the m om ent 
were derived from singular value decom positions. A  histogram o f  
local orientation angles was determined. A  measure o f  spatial regu­
larity was determined from the ratio o f  occurrence o f  an orienta­
tion angle within 15° o f  the peak o f  the occurrences to the overall 
occurrences.
FCM  Imaging of Tissue in Living H earts 
2D  im age sequences o f  AW M , S A N , and A V N  regions labeled  
w ith dextran-conjugated A lex a  Fluor 4 88  w ere acquired using a 
fiber-optics con foca l m icroscope (FC M 1000; L eica  M icrosystem s 
G m bH, Wetzlar, G erm any) equipped w ith a custom  fiber-op- 
tic s m icroprobe (U ltraM iniO ; M auna K ea T echn ologies, Paris, 
France). A  schem atic diagram o f  the FCM  im aging setup is  show n  
in Figure III in the on lin e-on ly  D ata Supplem ent. E xcitation  o f  
the fluorophore w as at a w avelength  o f  488  nm and em itted light 
w as co llec ted  at w avelengths 505  to 7 00  nm . 2D  im age sequences  
w ere acquired w ith a lateral resolution  o f  1 .8 x 1 .8  pm  in  x- and 
^ -direction, an optical sectioning (z) o f  10 pm , a field o f  v iew  (xy) 
o f  169 by 120 pm , depth (z) ^ 5 0  pm , and frame rate o f  12 H z. The 
m icroprobe tip  diam eter w as 2 .6  m m , w hich  sim plified  m aneu­
vering o f  the m icroprobe. It w as attached to a m anual m icrom a­
nipulator (M 3301L ; World Precision  Instrum ents, Inc, Sarasota, 
FL) a llow ing for fine-precision  3D  m ovem ent o f  the m icroprobe 
in proxim ity to the heart surface.
Processing and Visualization of FCM  Images
The brightness and contrast o f  im ages acquired with the FC M 1000  
were auto-adjusted using the imadjust function in M ATLAB (The 
Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA).
Statistical Analysis
Statistical data are presented as m ean±SD. Statistical significance 
was assessed  by 1-way A NO VA  follow ed  by post hoc Tukey-Kramer 
(P <0.05). A  summary intensity (7 ) was determined from the aver­
aged angle spectra that resulted from the im age m om ent and Fourier 
analyses for conventional confocal m icroscopic and FCM  im ages o f  
AW M, S A N , and AV N  tissue samples. I u  w as defined as the sum  o f  
intensities along grouped orientation angles betw een - 1 5 °  and +15°  
from the Fourier analyses. From the im age m om ent analyses, 715 was 
determined from the sum  o f  occurrences o f  local orientation along 
grouped orientation angles betw een -1 5 °  and +15°. A  comparative 
intensity based on SD  o f  intensities or occurrence o f  local orienta­
tion along grouped orientation angles betw een -8 9 °  and +90° was
also determined (7 ). D ifferences in 7 o f  conventional confocal m i­
v std 15
croscopic and FCM  im ages o f  AW M , SA N , and AVN tissue sam ples 
were assessed. A  similar analysis was done to determine significance 
based on 7std.
Human H eart P reparations, Immunofluorescent 
Labeling, and Imaging
Studies were designated as nonhum an subjects research and 
granted Institutional R eview  Board exem ption by the U niversity  
o f  Utah. We obtained deidentified, form alin-fixed sections from  
AW M , S A N , and A V N  regions o f  2 autopsy hearts. The autopsy  
hearts w ere from a 4-m onth-old  infant and a 38-w eek -o ld  fetus. 
B oth did not have congen ital heart d isease. Preparations o f  fixed  
sections were w ashed 3 x  in PBS and incubated overnight with 
W G A  conjugated to C F 488A  (B iotium ; 1:25). The fo llow ing  day, 
preparations were w ashed 3 x  and stored in PBS solu tion  until im ­
aging. We applied conventional con foca l m icroscopy and texture 
analyses as described above.
Results
Imaging of C ardiac Tissue Using Conventional 
Confocal Microscopy
We hypothesized that fluorescent labeling of extracellular 
space and imaging with conventional confocal microscopy 
allows for identification of nodal tissue. We tested this hypoth­
esis on tissue preparations from adult Sprague-Dawley rat 
hearts. Locations of SAN and AVN in this species are grossly 
similar as in other mammals including human, rabbit, and pig.
Cardiac tissue preparations were dissected from SAN and 
AVN regions using anatomic landmarks as described above 
(Figure 1; Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement). Briefly, 
SAN tissue was dissected from the junction of the superior vena 
cava and right atrium, and AVN tissue was dissected from the 
region of the membranous septum, which is bordered by the sep­
tal leaflet of the tricuspid valve, coronary sinus, and the tendon 
of Todaro. Tissue dissections were labeled with DAPI to mark 
nuclei and WGA conjugated to a fluorophore to label constitu­
ents of the extracellular space. WGA binds to glycoconjugates of 
the extracellular space, including those associated with collagen 
strands and the glycocalyx on the surface and periphery of cell 
membranes.1112 Additionally, tissues were labeled with antibod­
ies for both HCN4 and sarcomeric a-actinin. HCN4 labeling has 
been previously established as a positive marker of nodal cells.13- 
16 Sarcomeric a-actinin served to identify cardiomyocytes. 
Conventional confocal microscopic imaging of the tissue prepa­
rations yielded 3D distributions of the 4 labels at submicrometer 
resolution. Image stacks from a preparation of AWM are pre­
sented in Figure 2A through 2H. A hallmark of this tissue is the 
dense and aligned arrangement of myocytes, which is reflected 
in the striated distribution of WGA (Figure 2B). Fluorescence 
associated with anti-HCN4 was absent (Figure 2C). The myo­
cytes labeled positive for a-actinin (Figure 2D). The myocytes 
were covered by an epicardial layer with a thickness of 3.6 pm. 
Figure 2I through 2P shows image stacks from SAN tissue. 
The stacks comprised 3 distinct layers (ie, epicardium, nodal 
cells, and subnodal layer of AWM myocytes). In this stack, the 
epicardial and nodal layer had a thickness of 2.4 and 11.2 pm, 
respectively. The microstructural arrangement in the nodal layer 
was in various aspects different from the arrangement in the sub- 
nodal layer of AWM myocytes in this stack (Figure 2N versus 
Figure 2M). It was also very different from the arrangement of 
myocytes in the stack from AWM tissue (Figure 2E). SAN cells 
formed a highly irregular reticulum and had notably smaller 
diameters than myocytes of the AWM. However, SAN cells also 
exhibited similar features of striated myocytes (ie, the regular 
transversal striations of the a-actinin signal with a longitudinal 
spacing of »2 pm). The extracellular space in the SAN layer 
was more prominent than in AWM and comprised oval-shaped 
clearings with variable sizes. Figure IV in the online-only Data 
Supplement illustrates image stacks from the compact region of 
the AVN, which presented a microstructural arrangement similar 
to SAN tissue. Here, the epicardial layer had a thickness of 0.8 
pm. The orientation of AVN cells was diverse, and they formed a 
reticulum with ample extracellular space. Figure V in the online- 
only Data Supplement presents unprocessed image stacks cor­
responding to Figure 2 and Figure IV in the online-only Data 
Supplement.
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Figure 2. Conventional confocal microscopy of atrial working myocardium (AWM) and sinoatrial node (SAN). Image stacks were acquired 
from the epicardial surface into subepicardial (A-F) AWM and (I-N) SAN tissue labeled with (A, I) 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI),
(B, J) wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), (C, K) antihyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium channel 4, and (D, L) anti- 
sarcomeric a-actinin. E, Overlaid DAPI, WGA, and antisarcomeric a-actinin images illustrate the regular, dense arrangement of myocytes 
in AWM. F, Overlaid DAPI, antiHCN4, and antisarcomeric a-actinin images. G, 3-dimensional reconstruction of region marked in (E) dis­
playing AWM beneath an epicardial layer with a thickness of 3.6 pm. H, 3-dimensional reconstruction of AWM after cropping of epicardial 
layer. SAN tissue exhibits a layer of HCN4-positive, reticular-arranged myocytes and oval-shaped clearings of variable sizes beneath an 
epicardial layer. Below this layer were regular-arranged HCN4-negative myocytes. M, Overlaid DAPI, WGA, and antisarcomeric a-actinin 
images illustrate the regular, subnodal myocyte arrangement at a depth of 26.6 pm. N, Overlaid DAPI, anti-HCN4, and antisarcomeric 
a-actinin images illustrate the irregular arrangement of HCN4-positive myocytes at a depth of 5.6 pm. O, 3-dimensional reconstruction 
of region marked in (M) reveal the 3-layered arrangement of sAn  tissue. P, Reconstruction of region marked in N presents the SAN and 
AWM layer after cropping of epicardial layer. Scale bar in A  applies to B through F and I through N.
Statistical analyses were performed on acquired images 
from a group of animals (Table). Image analysis from the 
AWM and SAN tissue showed that the epicardial layer had 
a thickness of 7.5±3.5 and 5.5±2.9 pm, respectively. In the 
compact AVN the thickness of the endocardial layer was 
3.2±2.4 pm. In SAN and AVN tissue, the thickness of the 
nodal layer was 10.3±3.2 and 17.2±8.7 pm, respectively. 
Analysis of HCN4 signal intensities showed that these were 
significantly (P<0.005) higher in the nodal layer of the SAN 
and AVN preparations than in the AWM (Figure VI in the 
online-only Data Supplement). Also, intensities in the nodal 
layers were significantly higher than in their respective sub- 
nodal layers. We did not find significant differences between 
HCN4 intensities in the AWM and in subnodal SAN and 
AVN layers.
Quantitative Characterization of 
Tissue M icrostructure
We evaluated the ability of 2 methods of 2D texture analy­
sis to discriminate between AWM and nodal tissue using 
WGA images. The first method measured the texture orienta­
tion from Fourier transformed images. The second method 
characterized texture orientation from second-order image 
moments of image regions. Figure 3A through 3C presents 
exemplary images and results from these analyses applied to 
the WGA images presented in Figures 2B and 2J and Fig­
ure IVB in the online-only Data Supplement. These images 
were overlaid with glyphs characterizing local orientation 
and anisotropy ratio of second-order image moments. It is 
apparent that the microstructural arrangement of AWM (Fig­
ure 3A) differs from that of nodal tissue (Figure 3B and 3C).
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AWM 16/6 37/7 13/6
SAN 13/6 40/6 11/6
AVN 10/6 29/6 9/6
AVN indicates atrioventricular node; AWM, atrial w orking myocardium; and 
SAN, sinoatrial node.
In this example, both methods of texture analysis indicated a 
larger degree of orientation in AWM than in SAN and AVN 
tissue (Figure 3D and 3E).
Imaging of Living Hearts Using FCM
We hypothesized that imaging with FCM using a fluorescent 
marker of the extracellular space will allow discrimination of 
tissue types in living hearts. In these studies, we used dextran- 
conjugated fluorophores with a molecular weight of 10 kDa 
and a FCM microprobe with a working distance of 50 pm. 
Previous studies demonstrated that dextran conjugates of 3 
to 10 kDa molecular weight penetrate endothelial endocar­
dium, endothelial epicardium, and myocardial capillary endo­
thelium in rat,17 and through the epicardium into ventricular
myocardium in rabbit.18 However, dextran conjugates of this 
molecular weight do not penetrate intact cell membranes19 
and thus label specifically the extracellular space. FCM 
image sequences were acquired at a rate of 12 images/s from 
the AWM and nodal regions following topical application 
of extracellular fluorophore (Figure IIIB in the online-only 
Data Supplement). The image sequences of nodal tissue were 
acquired from an intact living heart from similar regions that 
were excised for the aforementioned conventional confocal 
microscopy study (Figure 1; Figure I in the online-only Data 
Supplement). Examples of FCM image sequence are shown 
in Movie I in the online-only Data Supplement for AWM and 
Movie II in the online-only Data Supplement for SAN. In these 
images bright and dark regions correspond to fluorescence in 
the extracellular spaces and the absence of fluorescence in 
the intracellular spaces, respectively. The average SNR in 17 
image sequences was 12.1±3.3 (see online-only Data Supple­
ment for details). Images from the dextran-labeled AWM and 
nodal regions using FCM bear resemblance to WGA images 
using conventional confocal microscopy. FCM images of the 
AWM exhibited regular striations (Figure 3F) as found previ­
ously in WGA images using conventional confocal micros­
copy (Figure 2B). In contrast, images from nodal regions 
revealed irregular microstructural arrangements (Figure 3G 
and 3H) similar as in WGA images (Figure 2J; Figure IVB in 
the online-only Data Supplement).
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Figure 3. Quantitative characterization of m icrostructure in fixed and living tissue. Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) images of fixed tissue 
preparations from atrial working myocardium (AWM; Figure 2B), sinoatrial node (SAN; Figure 2J), and atrioventricular node (AVN) regions 
(Figure IVB in the online-only Data Supplement) were analyzed using second-order moments. (A) AWM, (B) SAN, and (C) AVN images 
overlaid with glyphs visualize orientation of the minor eigen-axis (color-coded, bar) and anisotropy ratio of eigen-values (shape-coded) 
of local image moments. Histogram of orientations based on (D) second-order moments and (E) Fourier transform. Kurtosis of histo­
grams from second-order moment and Fourier analysis is a marker of myocyte alignment. Fiber-optics confocal microscopy images of 
living tissue from (F) AWM, (G) SAN, and (H) AVN regions labeled with a dextran-fluorophore conjugate. Living tissues exhibited similar 
microstructural features as in fixed tissues (A-C). (J) AWM, (K) SAN, and (L) AVN images overlaid with glyphs. Quantitative analysis of (I) 
second-order moments and (M) Fourier transforms suggest larger myocyte alignment in AWM regions versus SAN or AVN. Scale bar in A  




Characterization of FCM Images
We investigated if tissue types can be discriminated in images 
from FCM using our 2 methods of texture analysis. Examples 
of this evaluation are presented in Figure 3J through 3L. The 
FCM images shown in Figure 3F through 3H were overlaid 
with glyphs characterizing local orientation and anisotropy 
ratio of second-order image moments. Fourier and second- 
order image moment analysis of the image from the AWM 
demonstrated a prominent texture orientation (Figure 3I and 
3M). Nodal tissue did not feature a similar degree of orienta­
tion and the intensities were approximately uniform over the 
range of angles.
Statistical Evaluation of Approach for 
Tissue Discrimination
Texture orientation from second-order image moments and 
Fourier transforms of sets of WGA (Figure 4A and 4E) and 
dextran-labeled images (Figure 4B and 4F) were obtained 
using conventional confocal microscopy and FCM, respec­
tively. The resulting intensity and local orientation profiles 
from these sets of images were similar to those presented for 
exemplary images (Figure 3D and 3E versus Figure 4A and 
4E and Figure 3I and 3M versus Figure 4B and Figure 4F). We 
used the sum of intensities and occurrence of local orienta­
tion for angles between -15° and +15° as a measure of spatial 
regularity. The summary intensity (/± ) was found to be sig­
nificantly different in images of AWM and nodal tissue from 
both conventional confocal microscopy and FCM (Figure 4C 
and 4G). Similarly, the SD (/ ) of intensity profiles allowed 
discrimination of nodal and AWM tissue acquired with con­
ventional confocal microscopy or FCM (Figure 4D and 4H).
Imaging and Characterization of Human 
Tissue M icrostructure
We investigated fetal and infant tissue microstructure in 
human. We observed similar microstructural features in 
human AWM tissue as described above for our rodent model
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(Figure 5A and 5B versus Figure 2B). The thickness of the 
epicardial layer in the fetal and infant AWM tissues was 11.2 
and 14.6 j^m, respectively. Features of AVN regions were 
similar in rodent and human (Figure 5C versus Figure IVB in 
the online-only Data Supplement). The thickness of the endo­
cardial layer in the fetal AVN tissue was 3.6 j^m. In addition, 
texture analysis based on second-order image moments and 
Fourier transforms indicated a larger degree of orientation in 
AWM than in AVN tissue (Figure 5D and 5E; Figure VII in the 
online-only Data Supplement).
Discussion
The microstructure of the SAN and AVN has been used for 
identification since their discovery by Keith and Flack in 
190720 and Tawara in 1906,21 respectively. These studies were 
based on thin sections of nodal tissues, which revealed the 
characteristic microstructure using light microscopy. Here, we 
demonstrate that nodal tissue types can be identified in living 
hearts based on confocal microscopy and fluorescent label­
ing of the extracellular space. Our approach demonstrated 
that confocal microscopy can acquire image data at the appro­
priate specific depth within the intact heart. We found that 
AWM, SAN, and AVN tissue is beneath a thin surface layer 
of tissue that does not obstruct confocal microscopic imag­
ing in the rodent model (Movies III-VIII in the online-only 
Data Supplement). In our exemplary study on human tissue 
we found AWM and AVN tissue at similar small depths. We 
also introduced methods for texture analysis, which provided 
us with a quantitative tool for automated tissue identification. 
We suggest that the presented approach has the potential to 
identify nodal tissue in the in situ heart and complement other 
methods for tissue identification in a clinical setting. An obvi­
ous clinical application is related to pediatric reconstructive 
heart surgery. The described approach allows surgeons to map 
out the location of nodal tissue and thus avoid tissue damage, 
such as what might occur by suture injury. Suture injury is a 
common clinical cause for SAN and AVN dysfunction.22,23 In
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Figure 4. Statistical characterization of images from atrial working myocardium (AWM), sinoatrial node (SAN), and atrioventricular node 
(AVN) regions. Histograms of orientations calculated from (A) second-order moments and (B) Fourier transforms of images from fixed, 
wheat germ agglutinin-labeled tissue acquired with conventional confocal microscopy (CCM). Histograms of orientations from (E) sec­
ond-order moments and (F) Fourier transforms of FCM images from tissue labeled with a dextran-fluorophore conjugate. / of AWM and 
nodal tissues were significantly different using the (C) second-order image moment and (G) Fourier analyses. D and H, / showed similar 
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Figure 5. Conventional confocal microscopic images from human cardiac tissue. Image stacks were acquired from the epicardial surface 
into subepicardial atrial working myocardium (AWM) from (A) infant and (B) fetal heart. C, Image stack from endocardial surface into suben­
docardial atrioventricular node (AVN) tissue from fetal heart. Analysis of (D) second-order moments and (E) Fourier transforms of (A-C) indi­
cate higher myocyte alignment in a Wm  versus AVN region, but a similar myocyte alignment in AWM regions in the infant and fetal heart.
instances where repair must be made relatively close to nodal 
regions, surgeon could place sutures or incision lines with a 
higher level of confidence using the FCM. We suggest that 
our approach for tissue identification can help to reduce the 
incidence of complications caused by injury of nodal tissues.
FCM imaging complements other emerging technologies 
suggested for in vivo tissue imaging, such as micro-optical 
coherence tomography,24 conventional fluorescence imaging 
with miniaturized microscopes,25 and fluorescence spectros­
copy.26 All these technologies have the potential to provide 
clinicians with real-time visual information beyond reflected 
visible light. In contrast to the other emerging imaging tech­
nologies, FCM systems are already available commercially 
and Food and Drug Administration approved for applications 
in the gastrointestinal27 and pulmonary tracts.28 However, the 
application of FCM in other clinical fields is hampered, in 
part, because of the lack of reliable fluorescent labeling strat­
egies. Commonly, fluorescent labels consist of fluorophores 
conjugated to a ligand. The ligand typically targets a specific 
site of interest. Here, we investigated dextran conjugated to 
Alexa Fluor 488 to target the extracellular space. We demon­
strated that the dextran conjugate was able to label the extra­
cellular space in the living perfused heart with a high SNR. 
The labeling allowed for visualization of tissue microstructure 
and subsequent image processing and quantitative analysis.
A limitation of the presented approach for clinical trans­
lation is the potential toxicity of fluorophores. The toxicity 
of many fluorophores has been recently reviewed,29 and sev­
eral fluorophores are routinely used for human applications. 
The quantity of dextran-Alexa conjugate used in this study 
was a50 pg per imaging trial. While no toxicity-related infor­
mation is available for this conjugate and Alexa Fluor 488, 
other hydrophilic conjugates of dextran and Food and Drug 
Administration-approved fluorophores are available. A prom­
ising fluorophore for labeling of the extracellular space is 
Fluorescite,® which is an Food and Drug Administration class 
Ila drug and already approved for use in ophthalmic angiog­
raphy.30 A study exploring the use of intravenously injected 
Fluorescite® in FCM imaging of the gastrointestinal tract in 
vivo produced a SNR from acquired images that was compa­
rable to the value obtained in our living heart studies.31
We developed our approach based on a microstructural char­
acterization of cardiac tissue using conventional 3D confocal
microscopy. The thicknesses of endocardial and epicardial lay­
ers determined from WGA images indicated that these layers 
do not constitute obstacles to confocal imaging of underlying 
tissue layers, for instance by depth-dependent attenuation of 
the excitation and emitted light. We used labeling for HCN4 to 
confirm the presence of nodal tissue and measured the thick­
ness of nodal layers. The measured thickness of the nodal 
layers is sufficiently large versus the thickness of optical sec­
tions acquired with FCM (a 10 pm). We suggest that this type 
of microstructural analysis can provide important input for the 
development of imaging microprobes that are specialized for 
imaging applications. This analysis can assist in the develop­
ment of microprobes tailored to age groups, disease states, and 
anatomic regions for FCM imaging of cardiac and other tissues.
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
Open heart reconstructive surgery is the state-of-the-art approach to repair congenital heart defects in neonates. Complica­
tions of these surgeries are trauma to the sinoatrial and atrioventricular node. Patients with persistent complications after 
surgery require cardiac rhythm management using implantable pacemakers. The need for implantation of permanent pace­
makers after these surgeries ranges from 1% to 45%. A cause for these complications is that nodal tissues are not visible using 
surgical loupes or microscopes. Nodal tissues are commonly identified from anatomic landmarks. However, identification 
in hearts with congenital defects can be hindered by individual anatomic variations. In this study, we introduce an approach 
for identification of cardiac tissue in cardioplegic hearts based on fiber-optics confocal microscopy and fluorescent labeling. 
A particular clinical application is in pediatric reconstructive heart surgery. Our investigations on cardiac tissues in a rodent 
model and human autopsy hearts indicate that surgeons can apply the developed approach to map locations of nodal tissues. 
An important application of fiber-optics confocal microscopy is the repair of defects in proximity to nodal regions. Further 




Processing and Visualization of Images from Fixed Tissue. The three-dimensional image stacks were 
corrected for background signals and depth-dependent attenuation.1, 2 We applied the Richardson-Lucy 
algorithm based on measured point spread functions (PSFs) to deconvolve the image stacks. 3D volume 
visualizations of exemplary image stacks of AWM, SAN, and AVN were produced using VolView (Kitware, Inc. 
Clifton Park, New York). The depth of the epicardial tissue layer was detected from the WGA associated 
signal. WGA signal intensity from XY images was averaged along the z-direction for samples of AWM, SAN 
and AVN tissue. The maximal increase and decrease of averaged WGA signal served as a marker of the start 
and end of an epicardial layer. The depth of nodal tissue was detected from the HCN4 associated signal using 
a similar approach. The maximal increase and decrease of averaged HCN4 signal served as a marker of the 
start and end of a nodal tissue layer.
Signal-To-Noise Ratio (SNR). The SNR was calculated from image sequences of SAN regions labeled with 
dextran conjugated Alexa Fluor 488 and acquired with a fiber-optics confocal microscope. SNR is defined as 
the ratio between the mean of the signal and the standard deviation of the signal. In our case, regions of 
interest (ROI) of approximately 700 pixels were selected that represented an area of high signal intensity and 
an area of low signal intensity for each image sequence. These high and low intensity areas corresponded to 
regions with both signal and noise-only regions, respectively. An average SNR was determined based on 
background corrected image sequences. Image sequences with an SNR below two deviations of the average 
SNR were excluded from Fourier and image moment analyses
Quantita tive Ana lys is o f HCN4 Signal Intensity. Signal and background intensities were measured from 
acquired images of fluorescent dye solutions excited with the 543 nm laser line. We sampled those intensities 
in a range of laser powers, gains, and pixel dwell times. A three-dimensional calibration curve was calculated 
based on the measured mean intensities for the imaged solution with respect to the sampled laser powers, 
gains, and pixel dwell times. The AWM, nodal and subnodal layers were determined based on WGA and 
HCN4 depth profiles generated from image stacks of rat AWM (n = 7/4), SAN (n = 5/4), and AVN (n = 6/3). 
Sample size n is denoted as n = I/A with I = images and A = animals. The HCN4 mean intensities from these 
layers were corrected based on the established calibration curve in a similar manner as used to correct depth 
dependent attenuation.
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Supplemental Figure I. Preparation for localization and characterization of AVN tissue. (A) Fixed rat heart with 
right atrial lateral wall and right atrial appendage removed shown from cranial. Arrow indicates location of 
coronary sinus. (B) Tissue section from region marked in (A). (C) Conventional confocal microscopic image of 
tissue preparation in (B) labeled for anti-HCN4 (green) and anti-sarcomeric a-actinin (red). HCN4-positive 
regions were outlined region. Circle in (B,C) marks location of coronary sinus. AM, atrial muscle; AO, aorta; 
CN, compact node; INE, inferior nodal extension; LA, left atrium, RV, right ventricle; TV, tricuspid valve; VM, 
ventricular muscle.
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Supplemental Figure II. Preparation and imaging of fixed cardiac tissue with conventional confocal microscopy.
(A) Sketch of heart with SAN and AVN regions. Tissue preparations were excised from those regions after 
fixation of the heart. (B) Schematic of the imaging setup. Fluorescently labeled tissue was brought in close 
proximity to the glass slide for imaging.
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Supplemental Figure III. Preparation and imaging of living cardiac tissue with FCM. (A) Setup for FCM imaging 
of living heart. The 3D manual micromanipulator is used to maneuver the imaging microprobe in close 
proximity to the epicardial or endocardial surface. (B) Illustration of imaging of 2-layered tissue. The 
fluorophore diffuses into the tissues after superficial application. The imaged region (*) is beneath a thin 
epicardial or endocardial tissue layer.
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Supplemental Figure IV. Confocal microscopic images of AVN tissue. The tissue was labeled with (A) DAPI,
(B) WGA, (C) anti-HCN4, and (D) anti-sarcomeric a-actinin. Irregular shaped, HCN-4 positive myocytes were 
located beneath the epicardial layer. An overlay of DAPI, anti-HCN4, anti-sarcomeric a-actinin images 
illustrates the irregular arrangement of myocytes located (E) at a depth of 16.2 ^m and (F) beneath the 
epicardial layer. (G) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the region marked in (F) labeled with DAPI, WGA, 
and anti-sarcomeric a-actinin. (H) Three-dimensional reconstruction of the region marked in (F) after removal 
of the endocardial layer reveal the complex arrangement of AVN tissue. Scale bar in (A) applies to (B-F).
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Supplemental Figure V. Unprocessed images acquired with conventional confocal microscopy. Cross­
sections through unprocessed image stacks corresponding to those presented in (A-D) Figure 2, (E-H) 











Supplemental Figure VI. Quantitative analysis of HCN4 signal intensity in AWM (n = 7/4), SAN (n = 5/4), and 
AVN (n = 6/3) tissue. The HCN4 signal in the SAN region was approximately 2.5 times higher in the nodal layer 
as compared to its subnodal layer. We found that the HCN4 intensity in the nodal layer of the AVN region was 
3.1 times higher than its subnodal layer. The HCN4 level in the nodal layers of the SAN and AVN regions were 
2.8 and 3.1 times higher respectively as compared to the HCN4 level in the AWM region. *P < 0.005, compared 
with AWM. tP  < 0.005, compared with SAN nodal layer. §P < 0.005, compared with AVN nodal layer. Sample 
size n is denoted as n = I/A where I = images and A = animals.
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A n gle s [°]
Supplemental Figure VII. Histogram of orientations based on (A) 2nd order image moments and (B) Fourier 
transforms of human AWM and AVN images shown in Figure 5.
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Legends for Movies
Movie I. Real-time live imaging of rat AWM. The AWM tissue was labeled with dextran conjugated Alexa Fluor 
488 and imaged using FCM. The dark regions shown are of muscle cells and the bright regions are of the 
fluorophore. The image sequence was taken at a rate of 20 images/s using a manual micromanipulator to 
maneuver the imaging microprobe in the region of interest.
Movie II. Real-time live imaging of rat SAN. The same imaging protocol used to acquire recordings in Movie I 
was followed.
Movie III. Three-dimensional reconstruction of AWM. The tissue was imaged using conventional confocal 
microscopy. The 3D section has a field of view of (x) 118.9 | jm, (y) 118.9 | jm, and depth (z) 26.8 |jm. Signals 
associated with DAPI, WGA, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, yellow, and red respectively.
Movie IV. Three-dimensional reconstruction of AWM with epicardial layer removed. Signals associated with 
DAPI, WGA, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, yellow, and red respectively.
Movie V. Three-dimensional reconstruction of SAN. Reconstruction was performed from image stack acquired 
using conventional confocal microscopy with a field of view of (x) 118.9 jim, (y) 118.9 jim, and depth (z) 35.0 
jim. Signals associated with DAPI, WGA, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, yellow, and red 
respectively.
Movie VI. Three-dimensional reconstruction of SAN with endocardial layer removed. Signals associated with 
DAPI, HCN4, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, green, and red respectively.
Movie VII. Three-dimensional reconstruction of AVN. Reconstruction was performed from image stack 
acquired using conventional confocal microscopy with a field of view of (x) 57.9 jim, (y) 57.9 jim, and depth (z) 
28.4 jim. Signals associated with DAPI, WGA, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, yellow, and 
red respectively.
Movie VIII. Three-dimensional reconstruction of AVN with epicardial layer removed. Signals associated with 
DAPI, HCN4, and sarcomeric a-actinin labeling are shown in blue, green, and red respectively.
CHAPTER 3
LOCAL DYE DELIVERY OF FLUORESCENT DYE FOR 
FIBER-OPTICS CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY OF 
THE LIVING HEART
Huang C, Kaza AK, Hitchcock RW, Sachse FB. Local delivery of fluorescent dye 
for fiber-optics confocal microscopy of the living heart. Front Physiol. 2014;5:367. 
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Fiber-optics confocal m icroscopy (FCM) is an em erging imaging technology w ith  various 
applications in basic research and clinical diagnosis. FCM a llow s fo r real-tim e in situ  
m icroscopy of tissue  at sub-cellular scale. Recently FCM has been investigated fo r cardiac 
imaging, in particular, fo r d iscrim ination of cardiac tissue  during pediatric open-heart 
surgery. FCM relies on fluo rescen t dyes. The current clinical approach o f dye delivery 
is based on sys tem ic  in jection, w hich is associated w ith  high dye consum ption, and 
adverse clinical events. In  th is  study, w e  investigated approaches fo r local dye delivery 
during FCM imaging based on dye carriers attached to  the  imaging probe. Using 
three-d im ensiona l confocal microscopy, autom ated bench tes ts , and FCM imaging w e  
q uantita tive ly  characterized dye release of carriers composed o f open-pore foam  only and 
foam  loaded w ith  agarose hydrogel. In addition, w e  compared local dye de livery w ith  
a m odel o f sys tem ic  dye delivery in the  isolated perfused rodent heart. W e  m easured 
the  s ignal-to-noise ratio (SNR) o f images acquired in various regions o f the  heart. O ur 
evaluations show ed tha t foam -agarose dye carriers exhibited a prolonged dye release 
vs. foam -only  carriers. Foam-agarose dye carriers allow ed reliable imaging o f 5 -9  lines, 
w hich is comparable to  4 -8  m in o f continuous dye release. O ur study in the  living heart 
revealed th a t the  SNR o f FCM images using local and sys tem ic  dye delivery is not d ifferent. 
However, w e  observed differences in the  imaged tissue  m icrostructure  w ith  the  tw o  
approaches. S tructural features characteristic of m icrovasculature w e re  so le ly  observed 
fo r sys tem ic  dye delivery. O ur find ings suggest th a t local dye delivery approach fo r FCM 
imaging constitu tes  an im portan t a lternative  to  sys tem ic  dye delivery. W e  suggest that 
the  approach fo r  local dye delivery w ill fac ilita te  clinical translation o f FCM , fo r instance, 
fo r FCM imaging during pediatric heart surgery.
Keywords: fiber-optics confocal microscopy, cardiac microscopy, fluorescent dyes, dye carrier, cardiac surgery
INTRODUCTION
Fiber-optics confocal microscopy (FCM) is based on confocal 
microscopy, which was invented and patented in the 1950s by 
Minsky (1961). Similarly to conventional confocal microscopy, 
FCM allows for high-resolution optical imaging at various depths 
w ithin a specimen. W ith FCM, it is possible to visualize cellular 
and sub-cellular features w ithin approximately 100 ^ m  from a 
specimen’s surface. In contrast to conventional confocal m icro­
scopic systems FCM systems comprise a coherent fiber-optic 
bundle w ith a length o f up to several meters. In many im ple­
m entations, an imaging microprobe including a lens is located at 
the tip o f  the fiber-optic bundle. The detachm ent o f  the imaging 
m icroprobe from other com ponents o f the imaging system allows 
i n  s i t u  imaging of organs and tissues w ithin a body, which cannot 
be perform ed w ith conventional microscopy. In the last years, the 
unique capability o f real-time, i n  s i t u  microscopic imaging has led 
to development o f FCM-based approaches for clinical diagnosis 
in gastrointestinology (Inoue et al., 2005; Kiesslich and Neurath, 
2005; Goetz et al., 2006; Anandasabapathy, 2008), pulm onology
(Thiberville et al., 2009; Salaun et al., 2013), and urology (Wu 
et al., 2011).
Recently, we introduced FCM for imaging of the living heart 
and developed approaches for tissue discrim ination during car­
diac interventions (Lasher et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2013). In 
particular, we proposed application o f FCM during pediatric 
open-heart surgery for repair o f congenital heart defects. Injury 
to specialized tissue o f the conduction system is a m ajor risk 
in surgical repair o f congenital heart defects. In order to avoid 
damaging the conduction system, surgeons rely on an em pir­
ical approach and guidelines developed from gross anatomical 
studies to approximate the disposition o f the conduction system. 
However, the distribution o fthe  conduction system can vary indi­
vidually and with the complexity o f  the heart defect (Anderson 
et al., 1983; Andersen et al., 2006). O ur previous studies indicate 
feasibility o f intraoperative discrim ination o f cardiac tissue using 
FCM, which will reduce the risk o f injury to the specialized tissue 
o f  the conduction system (Huang et al., 2013). In these studies 
we investigated sinoatrial and atrioventricular node tissue as well
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as atrial working myocardium. Tissue discrim ination was per­
form ed based on m icrostructural features characteristic o f  these 
tissue types and im m unohistochem ical markers.
A m ajor challenge in applying FCM for intraoperative m icro­
scopic imaging is the reliance o f the technology on fluores­
cent labeling. FCM illuminates fluorescent molecules w ithin the 
imaged specimen using a light source, com m only at a wavelength 
488 or 633 nm . The light is absorbed by fluorescent molecules, 
which in tu rn  emit light at a longer wavelength. This emitted light 
is collected through the fiber-optic bundle and visualized by the 
FCM system. Generally, intrinsic fluorescence in biological spec­
imens is low and labeling o f specimens with fluorescent dyes is 
required for imaging. The com m on approach for dye delivery in 
clinical applications o f FCM is systemic injection o f  fluorescent 
dye at high concentrations. In  addition to high dye consum ption, 
there have been also some concerns ofpatien t safety. For example, 
the incidence o f adverse reactions following intravenous adm in­
istration o f fluorescein is 1.1—4.8% (Kwiterovich et al., 1991; 
Kwan et al., 2006) for retinal fluorescein angiography and 1.4% 
for gastrointestinal endoscopic imaging (Wallace et al., 2010). In 
these studies, adverse reactions including dizziness, nausea, vom ­
iting, and transient hypotension have been reported. However, 
there were no serious adverse reactions o r deaths. We suggest 
that a m ore localized dye delivery approach may serve as an 
alternative (Lasher et al., 2009) and be well suited for in tra­
operative imaging applications such as in pediatric open-heart 
surgery or various o ther surgical disciplines (Sachse et al., 2011,
2013).
In  this study, we im plem ented and evaluated approaches for 
delivery o f fluorescent dye during FCM imaging in the living 
heart. In particular, we com pared approaches o f local dye deliv­
ery with a model o f systemic dye delivery. For this purpose, we 
investigated dye release characteristics and quality of images p ro­
duced using several local dye delivery m ethods and fluorescent 
dyes. These local dye delivery m ethods were based on dye carriers 
assembled from medical grade foam and agarose hydrogel. The 
dye carriers were attached to the tip o f  the FCM imaging m icro­
probe in such a m anner that placement o f the assembly onto the 
surface o fa  specimen resulted in continuous release offluorescent 
dye from the carrier to the specimen throughout the image acqui­
sition. Using three-dim ensional confocal microscopy, autom ated 
bench tests, and FCM, we quantitatively identified carriers with 
release characteristics suitable for intraoperative imaging. Local 
dye delivery using dye carriers was subsequently com pared with 
a model o f systemic dye delivery in isolated perfused heart o f  a 
small m am m al based on FCM imaging and different fluorescent 
dyes. The isolated hearts were arrested to reproduce cardioplegia 
in open-heart surgery. Two-dimensional image sequences were 
acquired with FCM from the ventricular and atrial subepicardial 
myocardium as well as the sinoatrial node region. We assessed 
image qualitybased on analysis ofsignal-to-noise ratio from FCM 
images acquired in these regions o f  the heart using both dye 
delivery approaches.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DYE CARRIER MATERIAL AND FABRICATION
Several types o f dye carriers were fabricated from polyester 
polyurethane foam w ith a density o f 27.7-33.0kg/m 3 and
31.5-39.4pores/cm  (FLTZ90D; Foamex Innovations Inc., Ft. 
Wayne, IN, US). The foam material was reticulated so that pores 
w ithin the m aterial are open and interconnected. The fabrication 
o f the dye carrier involved boring the inner channel and m ain 
body of foam cylinders using biopsy punches with 2 and 6 mm 
diam eter (BP99; HealthLink, Jacksonville, FL, US), respectively, 
from stock 15 by 15 by 1.2 cm foam sheets. For some dye carriers 
the foam cylinders were loaded with agarose gel. The gel was made 
by mixing agarose powder (GeneMate LE Agarose; BioExpress, 
Kaysville, UT) in distilled water to concentrations o f  1, 3, or 5%. 
The agarose powder in solution was dissolved for 15m in at 75- 
800C w ith continuous magnetic stirring. Immediately following 
dissolution, the agarose solution was filled into Eppendorff tubes 
(1.5 ml). Foam cylinders were immersed in the gel and com ­
pressed with forceps for 1 m in to remove air bubbles. The gel 
was cured at room  tem perature for 15 m in followed by overnight 
incubation at 40 C. The following day, excess agarose gel w ithin 
the inner channel and encapsulating the foam-agarose cylinders 
were removed. Foam-only and foam-agarose carriers containing 
1, 3, and 5% agarose gel were cut from the cylinders with a razor 
blade to a height o f4  mm.
DYE CARRIERAND DYE PREPARATION
Foam-only carriers were repetitively compressed for 1 m in  in dis­
tilled water containing 10 kDa dextran conjugated Alexa Fluor 
488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, US) at a 125 ^g /m l concentration 
followed by im m ersion in the dye solution for at least 15 m in prior 
to imaging. Foam-agarose carriers were similarly im m ersed for 
15 min, bu t w ithout compression, in distilled water containing 
dextran or fluorescein sodium [Fluorescite® (fluorescein injec­
tion, USP) 10%; Alcon, Fort W orth, TX, US; 1:1000]. For living 
arrested heart preparations, foam-agarose carriers were immersed 
for 15 m in in oxygenated, high-K/low-Ca Tyrode’s solution (in 
mmol/L: 92 NaCl, 11 dextrose, 13.2 KCl, 5 MgCl2 , 24 HEPES, 20 
taurine, 5 creatine, 5 C3^ N a 0 3 , 1 NaH2PO4, 0.25 CaCl2 ; pH 
7.4; ^10°C ) containing fluorescein sodium (1:1000). For experi­
m ents involving dye perfusion in the living arrested heart, a per­
fusate o f oxygenated, high-K/low-Ca Tyrode’s solution containing 
fluorescein sodium (1:50000) was prepared.
FCM IMAGING
Two-dimensional image sequences o f synthetic tissue and 
preparations o f  living cardiac tissue were acquired with a 
FCM system (FCM 1000; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, 
Germany) equipped with a custom fiber-optics microprobe 
(UltraM ini0W D30; M auna KeaTechnologies, Paris, France). The 
resolution was 1.9-2.4 ^ m  in x- and y-direction and approxi­
mately 10 ^ m  in z-direction. The field o f  view (xy) was 186 by 
130 ^ m  at a depth (z) o f approximately 26 ^m . The frame rate 
was 12 Hz.
EVALUATION OF DYE RELEASE
In a first set o f experiments, we perform ed weight measurements 
on foam -only carriers (n =  3) and foam-agarose carriers with 
1, 3, and 5% agarose concentrations (n =  3 for each concentra­
tion). Carriers o f these types were weighed (BP211D, Sartorius, 
Elk Grove, IL, USA) before and after loading with dextran-Alexa 
488. In another set o f experiments, the same types o f carriers
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were loaded with dextran-Alexa 488 or fluorescein sodium solu­
tion and subjected to cyclic line tests to evaluate dye release. 
In short, loaded dye carriers were assembled on the fiber- 
optics m icroprobe so that the probe tip  was flush with the 
carrier (Figures 1A,B). The assembled probe w ith dye carrier was 
then attached to a m otorized m icro-m anipulator (MP285; Sutter 
Instrum ent, Novato, CA, US) allowing for program m ed move­
ments in three-dim ensional space at high resolution. A testbed 
attached to a m anual m anipulator (World Precision Instrum ents, 
Inc., Sarasota, FL, US) was placed underneath the microprobe. 
Samples of m oisturized synthetic tissue analog (VWR, West 
Chester, PA, US) composed of 100% virgin wood fiber were 
affixed to the testbed and brought into focus underneath the 
imaging probe at the correct focal depth using the m anual m anip­
ulator. Immediately following, program m ed m ovem ent of probe 
across the surface of the sample was initiated. Specifically, the 
m icro-m anipulator was program m ed to contact the m icroprobe 
w ith attached dye carrier to the surface of the sample, move the 
probe 5 m m  across the surface along a linear path at a speed of 
100 ^m /s, remove the probe from  the sample, and return the 
probe to the original starting position. A schematic of the cyclic 
line test is shown in Figure lC .L oadeddye carrierswere subjected 
to a continuous cycle of line tests w ith a fresh synthetic tissue sam ­
ple being presented after each line. 2D image sequences of each 
line were recorded until image quality became severely reduced.
Microscopic imaging of dye carriers
In some experiments, carriers loaded with fluorescent dye and 
subjected to a cyclic line test were imaged using a laser scanning 
confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 5 Duo; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) 
equipped with a 2.5 x  lens w ith a num erical aperture of 0.12. 
Fluorophores within the carriers were excited with a 488 nm  
wavelength laser and 3D image stacks were acquired at a spatial 
resolution of 10 x  10 x  20 |im  in x-, y-, and z-direction, field of 
view (xy) of 5.1 by 5.1 m m , and depth (z) up to 500 ^m . Cross­
sections through the surface o f different carriers were compared.
Quantitative analysis of dye release in bench tests
The dye release characteristic o f different dye carriers was ana­
lyzed using the 2D image sequences of synthetic tissues. For this 
purpose, the image sequences were converted using MATLAB 
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, US). The average and standard devi­
ation of the intensity for each image w ithin a line was determined 
and averaged across the whole line. The average intensities for 
each line in a cyclic line test are denoted as I u nes — { I 1 , 12 In} 
with the last line of a given cyclic line test n. I i ines was then 
sm oothed using a central moving average o f 1 line. In addition, 
the sample m ode I mode and standard deviation I std of the back­
ground were calculated for each cyclic line test based on an image 
acquired in air at the end of each test. I mode was determ ined from 
the m axim um  in the image histogram. The threshold intensity, 
I thresh , for each cyclic line test was then calculated:
I thresh — I mode +  Y  I std ■
We chose y — 10 based on visual inspection o f a subset of image 
sequences. We found that images with y greater than 10 exhibited
FIGURE 1 | (A) Sketch and (B) photo of dye carrier attached to imaging 
microprobe. Dye carriers were assembled on the fiber-optics microprobe so 
that the probe tip was flush with the carrier. Imaging setup for evaluation of 
dye delivery methods (C) on the bench and (D) in the living arrested heart.
clearly identifiable m icrostructures that were no t identifiable in 
images with y below this value. I thresh was used to quantitatively 
assess image quality. The num ber of lines L thresh that were drawn 
before I i ines of a cyclic line test reached I thresh was used to evaluate 
dye release o f various dye carriers and solutions. Table 1 shows 
sample sizes for the dye carriers and solutions evaluated.
EVALUATION OF DYE DELIVERY APPROACHES IN THE LIVING HEART
All procedures were approved by the University o f Utah 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Com m ittee and followed 
the guidelines of the National Institutes of Health Guide for 
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Sprague-Dawley 
rats of approximately 300 g body weight were anesthetized 
with pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) and anticoagulated with hep­
arin (500 IU/kg). Following anesthesia, the hearts were rapidly 
excised and continuously Langendorff-perfused (Langendorff,
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1895) w ith oxygenated, high-K/low-Ca Tyrode’s solution at a flow 
rate of 10-15 mL/min.
Two m ethods of dye delivery were subsequently evaluated. 
The first m ethod was based on delivery of dye via perfusion of 
the Langendorff heart preparation as a model of systemic dye 
delivery. In short, perfusion was switched after 5 m in to Tyrode’s 
solution containing fluorescein sodium. Immediately follow­
ing, 2D image sequences of ventricular and atrial subepicardial 
myocardium and of the sinoatrial node region were acquired. 
The second m ethod was based on the dye carriers described 
above. The heart was continuously Langendorff-perfused with 
Tyrode’s solution. Image sequences of the above-mentioned 
regions were acquired using an imaging microprobe with attached 
foam-agarose carrier of 1% agarose concentration loaded with 
fluorescein sodium (Figure 1D).
Processing and visualization of images
2D images sequences were converted using MATLAB. Images 
auto-adjusted for brightness and contrast using the imadjust 
function in MATLAB.
Quantitative analysis of dye delivery approaches
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated from image 
sequences acquired of various tissue regions using both  dye deliv­
ery approaches: dye carrier and perfusion. In general, SNR is 
defined as ^ / a  where ^  is the m ean of the signal and a  is an 
estimate of the standard deviation o f the noise. In this study, a 
region of high and low signal was selected from each image. Each 
region comprised approximately 1000 pixels and corresponded to 
an area of signal or background. The m ean intensity w ithin these 
areas of signal and background was calculated and denoted as I sig 
and Ib g , respectively. In addition, the standard deviation within 
the background region I std was determined. The SNR for each 
image was calculated as:
S N R  =  ( I sig -  I b g ) / I std
The SNR was used to evaluate dye delivery based on dye carrier 
and perfusion approaches in various tissue regions.
IMAGING OF MICROVASCULATURE IN THE LIVING HEART
Two-dimensional image sequences in an arrested Langendorff- 
perfused rat heart labeled with high molecular weight dextran 
conjugate in perfusate were acquired using FCM. In short, a per­
fusate of oxygenated, high-K/low-Ca Tyrode’s solution containing 
2 M Da dextran conjugated to fluorescein (Invitrogen) at a con­
centration o f 40 p,g/mL was prepared. For full dissolution of the 
dextran-conjugate, the perfusate was vortexed for 5 m in followed




Dextran-Alexa 488 11 8 9
Fluorescein sodium 10 8 9
by sonication (Model 150V/T Ultrasonic Homogenizer; Biologics 
Inc., Cary, NC, US) at 50% power with a pulse w idth and pulse 
duration o f 1 s and 2 s respectively for 5 min. Immediately fol­
lowing, the perfusate was centrifuged (Allegra X-22; Beckman 
Coulter, Indianapolis, IN, US) for 5 m in at 6000 g  and then passed 
through a 0.22 |im  syringe filter (Millex-GP; Millipore, Billerica, 
MA, US). Images from  the right ventricular and atrial regions in 
the living heart were acquired using the perfusion m ethod of dye 
delivery as previously described.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical data are presented as mean ±  s.e.m. Statistical signif­
icance was assessed by One-Way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
followed by p o s t -h o c  Tukey-Kramer considering a significance 
level of 0.01.
RESULTS
EVALUATION OF DYE RELEASE IN BENCH TESTS
In a first set of experiments, we explored structural and functional 
properties o f foam -only and foam-agarose carriers using weight 
measurements laser scanning confocal microscopy, and cyclic line 
tests. O ur aim was to identify dye carriers, which m aintain a high 
volume of dye retention and prolonged rate of dye release during 
cyclic line tests.
We weighed foam -only and foam-agarose carriers of 1, 3, and 
5% agarose concentration before and after im m ersion in dextran- 
Alexa 488. Statistical analysis of the measured weights is presented 
in Figure 2. The weight of the foam -only carrier increased from 
2.52 ±  0.03 to 89.00 ±  0.79 mg after loading o f dextran, an 
approximately 34-fold increase in weight. In general, the varia­
tion in the weight of the foam -only and foam-agarose carriers 
after loading of dextran-Alexa 488 was small w ith weights ranging 
from  approximately 87-103 mg.
We then acquired 3D image stacks o f the distal end of foam- 
only and foam-agarose carriers w ith 1% agarose concentration 
loaded with dextran-Alexa 488. Cross-sections through those 
stacks are shown in Figures 3A,B, respectively. The cross-sections
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FIGURE 2 | Weights of various foam-only and foam-agarose carriers 
before and after loading of dextran-Alexa 488. Foam-only carriers 
exhibited a 34-fold increase in weight after dextran-Alexa 488 was loaded. 
We observed only small differences in the weight of various foam-only and 
foam-agarose carriers after loading of dextran-Alexa 488. (*P < 0.01, 
significant difference vs. all other groups, One-Way ANOVA with post-hoc 
Tukey-Kramer).
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illustrate the porous and reticulated m icrostructure of the foam 
material, which has highly variable pore sizes in the sub­
millimeter scale. Dye distribution was homogeneous in the inte­
rior of the foam. The agarose gel did no t appear to affect the 
structural properties o f the carriers as both the foam -only and 
1% foam-agarose carrier exhibited similar m icrostructural char­
acteristics and fluorescence intensities.
We further subjected the foam -only and 1% foam-agarose 
carrier to cyclic line tests to characterize dye release. The fluo­
rescent signal was greatly reduced in the foam -only carrier after 
only one line (Figures 3C vs. 3A). Only small regions with dye 
remained, strongly suggesting that m ost o f the dye was trans­
ferred to the synthetic tissue. The fluorescent intensity w ithin the 
1% foam-agarose carrier, however, was partially maintained even 
after seven lines of a cyclic line test (Figures 3D vs. 3B). Clearly, 
the foam -only and 1% foam-agarose carrier exhibited different 
release properties. The dye release was dramatically slowed for 
the foam-agarose carrier as compared to the foam -only carrier 
after cyclic line test. Foam-only carriers exhibited a severe in ten­
sity decrease after the first line of a cyclic line test, which makes 
them  unsuitable for applications such as cardiac surgery requiring 
several m inutes of dye release. Based on this finding we excluded 
foam-only carriers from  further assessment.
We further characterized the functional properties of foam- 
agarose carriers and fluorescent dyes w ith the cyclic line tests. 
We acquired FCM image sequences of synthetic tissue using
FIGURE 3 | Cross-sections through image stacks acquired with laser 
scanning confocal microscopy of (A,B) foam-only and (C,D) 1% 
foam-agarose carrier loaded with dextran-Alexa 488. Foam-only and 1 % 
foam-agarose carrier (A,C) before and after (B) one and (D) seven lines, 
respectively. Dye is almost completely released after a single line in the 
foam-only carrier. Scale: 1 mm. (Images modified from Sachse et al., 2013).
foam-agarose carriers w ith 1, 3, and 5% agarose concentra­
tions loaded w ith either dextran-Alexa 488 or fluorescein sodium 
(Table 1). Figure 4A presents FCM images from  an example cyclic 
line test o f a 1% agarose carrier loaded with dextran-Alexa 488. 
Figure 4B shows the average and standard deviation of intensities 
for each line of the example test in Figure 4A. In this example, the 
average intensity o f each line gradually decreased from 862.4 ±  
95.9 arbitrary units (AU) to 49.9 ±  16.3 AU from  line 1 to line 8, 
respectively. The decrease o f average intensity was approximately 
exponential. An L thresh of 5 lines was determ ined from an I thresh of 
207.3 AU. Features o f the imaged sample were still discernable at 
line 5 w ith a measured average intensity and standard deviation 
of 257.3 ±  67.3 AU (Figure 4A).
Statistical analyses o f L thresh from cyclic line tests are presented 
in Figure 4C. In general, the foam-agarose carriers exhibited sim­
ilar dye release properties allowing for 5-9 lines before a decrease 
of signal intensity beyond I thresh. An exception was the 3% car­
rier loaded with fluorescein sodium, which allowed for 17.9 ±
A
1% 3% 5% 1% 3% 5% 
Carrier
FIGURE 4 | Experimental evaluation of dye release from carrier on the
bench. (A) Example FCM images from cyclic line test on a 1% 
foam-agarose carrier loaded with dextran-Alexa 488 showing decreasing 
SNR. Scale: 50 ^m. (B) Mean and standard deviation of intensities for lines 
1-8 in (A). An Lthresh =  5 was determined from Ithresh =  207.3 AU for the 
cyclic line test. (C) Statistical analysis of dye release of various 
foam-agarose carriers and fluorescent dyes. The 3% carrier loaded with 
fluorescein sodium was observed to produce 2-3 times higher Lthresh than 
any other combination of carrier or dye. (* P <  0.01, significant difference 
vs. all other groups, One-Way ANOVA with post-hoc Tukey-Kramer).
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2.0 lines before signal decrease. In all bu t this case, differences 
in Lthresh were no t significant between any other com bination of 
foam-agarose carriers and fluorescent dye.
EVALUATION OF DYE DELIVERY APPROACHES IN THE LIVING HEART
In further experiments, we evaluated two m ethods of dye deliv­
ery in the living arrested heart. Figure 5 presents exemplary 
images acquired with the FCM from  different regions in the 
heart after adm inistration of fluorescein sodium via perfusion 
(Figures 5A-C) and 1% foam-agarose carrier (Figures 5D -F). 
D ark regions in these images suggest absence of fluorescence 
in intracellular spaces while the bright regions indicate pres­
ence of fluorescence within the extracellular space. A regular 
arrangem ent o f intensities in the FCM images was visible in the 
right ventricular (Figures 5A,D) and right atrial (Figures 5B,E) 
regions. These images indicate working myocardium comprised 
of aligned myocytes. An irregular arrangem ent as seen in the 
sinoatrial node (Figures 5C,F) is a hallm ark of reticular-arranged 
nodal cells (Huang et al., 2013). The m icrostructural arrange­
m ent in the working myocardium and in the sinoatrial node did 
no t differ w ith respect to the m ethod of dye delivery. However, 
images acquired using the perfusion m ethod of dye delivery pre­
sented structural features of the microvascular bed in the working 
myocardium, including branching and transverse com ponents 
(Figures 5A,B). These features were a frequent occurrence in 
the acquired movie sequences of the working myocardium fol­
lowing this delivery m ethod (Videos 1, 2 in Supplementary 
Material). The microvascular com ponents were no t present in 
images acquired of the working myocardium using dye deliv­
ery via carrier (Figures 5D,E; Videos 4, 5 in Supplementary 
Material). Furtherm ore, microvascular features were no t appar­
ent in the images acquired from  the sinoatrial node respective 
of the dye delivery approach (Figures 5C vs. 5F; Videos 3, 6 in 
Supplementary Material).
We further explored imaging of the microvasculature in liv­
ing heart experiments involving perfusion of 2 M Da dextran 
conjugated to fluorescein. Previous studies dem onstrated that 
dextran conjugates greater than 40 KDa do no t diffuse through 
either the endocardial endothelium  or capillary endothelium  
in rat (Andries and Brutsaert, 1994) suggesting that this label 
provides reliable visualization of the microvasculature. Figure 6 
presents exemplary FCM images of the microvasculature bed 
labeled with 2M D a dextran-conjugate. The images present 
branching and transversal com ponents similarly as observed 
in images o f right ventricular (Figures 6A vs. 5A; Video 7 
in Supplementary Material) and atrial working myocardium 
(Figures 6B vs. 5B; Video 8 in Supplementary Material) perfused 
w ith fluorescein sodium.
We quantitatively characterized the dye release of the evaluated 
dye delivery m ethods based on SNR (Table 2). Figure 7 presents 
statistical analysis of SNR from  the previously acquired images
A B
FIGURE 6 | Exemplary FCM images acquired of the living arrested heart 
after administration of high molecular weight dextran-conjugated 
fluorescein via perfusion. The high molecular weight dextran-conjugate 
allowed for direct visualization of vasculature within the (A) right ventricular 
and (B) right atrial subepicardial myocardium. Microvasculature features of 
transverse and branching components are apparent. Scale: 50 ^m.
FIGURE 5 | Exemplary FCM image sequences acquired of the living 
arrested heart after administration of fluorescein sodium via (A-C) 
perfusion and (D-F) 1% foam-agarose dye carrier. Images acquired 
following perfusion of fluorescein sodium in the (A) right ventricular and 
(B) right atrial subepicardial working myocardium displayed branching and 
transverse structures (arrowheads) characteristic of the microvascular bed.
Structures of the microvascular bed were absent in images acquired of the 
(D) right ventricular and (E) right atrial subepicardial working myocardium 
following topical administration of fluorescein sodium via dye carrier. (C,F) 
Images acquired from the sinoatrial node region were also absent of 
microvascular structures respective of the dye delivery method.
Scale: 50 ^m.
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Perfusion 151/7 165/8 100/6
Carrier 74/6 53/5 55/6
RV, indicates righ t ventricle; RA, righ t a trium ; SN, sinoatria l node.
in the living heart following dye carrier or perfusion dye delivery. 
The m easured SNRs were in the range of 15-19. Differences in the 
SNR were no t significant, respective of the dye delivery m ethod or 
tissue region.
DISCUSSION
FCM has emerged as a tool for basic biomedical research (Bharali 
et al., 2005; Vincent et al., 2006; Lewandowski et al., 2010) 
and clinical applications. C urrent clinical applications of FCM 
include imaging and diagnosis of the m icrostructure of tissues 
in gastrointestinal, respiratory, and urinary tracts. We recently 
proposed FCM for intraoperative tissue discrim ination during 
cardiac interventions (Huang et al., 2013), in particular, for 
pediatric open-heart surgery. In  these cardiac interventions and 
m any other clinical applications FCM imaging relies on intra­
venous injection of high-dose fluorescein sodium as a fluores­
cent marker. While concerns for patient safety associated with 
this approach for delivery of fluorescent dye are minor, we 
believe that alternative reliable m ethods for dye delivery can be 
introduced.
Here we developed and evaluated local dye delivery as an 
approach for FCM imaging in the living heart. We dem onstrated 
that a foam-agarose dye carrier comprised of porous foam and 
agarose hydrogel reliably delivers fluorescent dye in sufficient con­
centration for FCM. O ur evaluations showed that foam-agarose 
dye carriers exhibit a prolonged dye release compared to foam- 
only carriers. A probable cause is the dense cross-linked network 
of agar strands within the foam pores, which impede diffusion of 
dye inside and out of the carrier.
Diffusion o f molecules, solutes, and particles in agarose gels 
has been extensively studied (Johnson et al., 1996; Pluen et al., 
1999; Fatin-Rouge et al., 2004). Based on those studies, we 
expected differences o f diffusion and dye release due to differences 
in the Stokes radius of fluorophores. We also expected differences 
of dye release due to differences in the agarose concentration. 
However, dye release was in general no t affected by agarose con­
centration between 1 and 5% and the type of dye. We found only 
a single com bination of agarose concentration and dye exhibiting 
prolonged dye release (Figure 4C). While we cannot explain this 
prolonged release, our finding suggests that dye release properties 
can be optimized for specific dyes.
Cyclic line tests on synthetic tissue analogs dem onstrated that 
foam-agarose dye carriers allowed for reliable imaging of at least 
5-9 lines and in the case o f the 3% carrier loaded with fluores­
cein sodium  up to 18 lines. Based on the fact that scan times for 
each line of a cyclic line test was 50 s, we estimate that the foam- 
agarose carriers allows for continuous dye release of up to 15 m in 
for the 3% carrier loaded with fluorescein sodium and between
4 and 8 min for the other foam-agarose carriers. We expect that 
dye release over these durations will be sufficient for m any clin­
ical applications, when one considers practical lim itations o f the 
length of surgical interventions. For applications of FCM in car­
diac interventions, we expect that the imaging window can be up 
to m inutes in order to reduce burden on patients where tim e on 
cardiopulm onary bypass is of crucial importance.
Becker et al. investigated the optim al tim e window for FCM 
imaging o f the upper gastrointestinal tract in a porcine model fol­
lowing intravenous injection of fluorescein sodium (Becker et al., 
2008). The study revealed that contrast and image quality was 
high between 1 and 8 min after injection of fluorescein sodium. 
The results of our cyclic line tests suggest that local dye deliv­
ery based on foam-agarose carriers produces imaging windows 
of similar duration. An advantage of the dye carrier over systemic 
injection is that the FCM imaging can start instantaneously w ith­
out delays. In contrast, the transit times of fluorescein sodium 
from initial injection to detectable fluorescence was reported to 
be 10-20 s for retinal fluorescein angiography (Duane et al., 1991; 
Eskridge et al., 1991) and 30 s for gastrointestinal endoscopic 
imaging (Becker et al., 2008).
O ur study revealed that the SNR of images acquired from  the 
living heart following both  local and perfusion delivery o f fluores­
cent dyes are no t different. In addition, the observed SNRs were 
comparable to the SNRs of 10-20 reported in studies involving 
FCM imaging of the hum an gastrointestinal tract w ith in tra­
venous fluorescein sodium (Shahid et al., 2011). This further 
suggests that local dye delivery approaches for FCM produce 
images of similar quality to that o f systemic delivery. However, 
an im portant difference between local and systemic dye deliv­
ery was related to the imaged tissue m icrostructure. We observed 
that the perfusion m ethod of dye delivery presented structural 
features characteristic o f microvasculature in images acquired 
from working myocardium (Brown, 1965; Chilingaryan et al.,
2014). These features were no t observed in images acquired fol­
lowing local dye delivery. Also, these structures were no t visible 
w ithin the sinoatrial node region for both  m ethods of dye deliv­









FIGURE 7 | Statistical characterization of FCM images from right 
ventricle, right atrium and sinoatrial node regions. Differences in the 
SNR were not significant, respective of the dye delivery method (perfusion 
vs. carrier) or tissue region. (* P < 0.01, One-Way ANOVA with post-hoc  
Tukey-Kramer).
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m icrostructure are explained by differences o f dye transport to 
the imaged region. In the perfusion m ethod o f delivery dye is 
transported through coronary vessels and m icrocirculation of 
the Langendorff-perfused heart. Therefore, we expect a diffu­
sion gradient with the highest and lowest concentrations o f dye 
within the microvasculature and intracellular space, respectively. 
In addition, fluorescein predom inantly stays in the vessels as 
70-80%  of it is bound to plasma albumin. Only a small por­
tion  o f fluorescein, i.e., unbound  fluorescein, eventually leaks 
into the tissue interstitium  and allows for visualization o f  cel­
lular m orphology (Becker et al., 2008). O ur imaging studies 
using a high molecular weight dextran-conjugated fluorophore as 
perfusate supported this hypothesis. The high molecular weight 
dextran-conjugate selectively labeled the m icrocirculation iden­
tified by branching and transversal com ponents w ithin the tis­
sue (Figure 6). Thus, images o f working myocardium following 
systemic application o f fluorescein sodium appear to be a super­
position o f fluorescent signal from the m icrocirculation and 
extravascular space. In contrast to the perfusion m ethod of dye 
delivery, local dye delivery in the heart relies on diffusion o f dye 
through the epicardium or endocardium  into the sub-epicardial 
or sub-endocardial myocardium. The highest concentration of 
dye in the tissue is w ithin the interstitial space. Dye that dif­
fuses into the vasculature is quickly removed from the labeled 
region, which leads to absence o f  vascular signals. O ur findings 
suggest that the type o f m icrostructural features to be visualized 
w ith FCM should determ ine the approach for dye delivery. For 
instance, discrim ination of cardiac tissue types during open-heart 
surgeryrequires visualization o f the m icrostructural arrangem ent 
o f cellular features. In this case, the local dye delivery approach 
appears more appropriate, because images are less affected by the 
distribution o f microvasculature. If the application is characteri­
zation o f  microvascular features then  systemic application o f the 
appropriate fluorescent dye is preferred. Our findings also suggest 
that the degree o f vascularization within the imaged region may 
limit systemic delivery approaches for FCM. For instance, scarred 
regions in infarcted o r fibrotic hearts are known to be poorly 
perfused (Kim et al., 1996; Saeed et al., 2006). Thus, a local dye 
application may be m ore suitable for visualization o f  myocardial 
scars.
O ur studies revealed m ajor differences in the dose o f  fluo­
rescein sodium required for reliable FCM imaging in the living 
heart using the two dye delivery approaches. The typical dose for 
intravenous adm inistration offluorescein sodium is either 200 or 
500m g at a concentration o f 100mg/mL. In recent years, it has 
been reported that the 500 mg dose produces superior images to 
that o f  the 200 mg dose in both  retinal fluorescein angiography 
(Moosbrugger and Sheidow, 2008) and gastrointestinal endo­
scopic imaging (Shahid et al., 2011) studies. Based on weight 
measurements we estimate that a fully loaded dye carrier can 
hold approximately 4.1 ^ g  o f fluorescein sodium. In contrast, our 
m odel o f systemic delivery required perfusion of the heart with 
approximately 30 ^g/m in . The com parison indicates that local 
dye delivery requires significantly less dye than  systemic deliv­
ery. We suggest that local dye delivery is in particular suitable for 
clinical applications such as pediatric open-heart surgery where 
m icrodosing will mitigate potential safety concerns.
In a previous study, we introduced a dye carrier based on 
hydrogel indicating feasibly o f local dye delivery (Lasher et al., 
2009; Sachse et al., 2011). This dye carrier comprised a hollow 
hydrogel cylinder serving as dye reservoir and a th in  layer of 
transparent hydrogel directly in front o f the m icroprobe allowing 
for diffusion of dye into the tissue. The dye carrier necessitated 
an imaging m icroprobe w ith a large focal depth to accommodate 
for the addition o f hydrogel in front o f the lens. Also, this carrier 
required precise fabrication o f the hydrogel layer at m icro-m eter 
scale. Furtherm ore, the precise attachm ent o f the hydrogel at the 
m icroprobe tip and the overall fragility o f hydrogel complicated 
handling. In comparison, fabricating the presented foam-agarose 
dye carrier is simple and does no t require precision at m icro­
m eter scale. The foam-agarose dye carrier was designed for lateral 
attachm ent to the imaging probe and does no t occupy space in 
front o f  the microprobe. The com bination o f foam w ith hydrogel 
also improved the mechanical stab ilityofthe dye carrier.
Many lim itations o f  FCM are related to technological and 
physical barriers o f conventional confocal microscopy. An 
overview of lim itations o f confocal microscopy can be found, 
for instance, in Bolte and Cordelieres (2006). One lim itation of 
confocal microscopy is that only regions close to the surface of 
the tissue can be imaged. This is an inherent problem of optical 
microscopy related to absorption and scatter o f light by biologi­
cal tissue. Using current FCM systems we expect that imaging of 
tissue will be possible to a depth o f  100 ^m , which appears suf­
ficient to gain im portant research and diagnostic inform ation. 
The spatial resolution o f current FCM systems is smaller than 
the resolution o f high-end conventional confocal microscopes, 
having for instance, oil im m ersion lenses with a high numerical 
aperture. The low resolution o f current FCM systems makes it 
difficult to identify cell ends or the subcellular m icro-structure 
m entioned above. However, the presented image data (Figure5) 
suggest that im portant features ofcardiac tissue can be identified, 
for instance, related to the regularity o f the distribution o f the 
labeled extracellular and vascular space.
Certain lim itations are associated with using Langendorff per­
fusion o f fluorescent dye in Tyrode’s solution as a model of 
systemic dye delivery. Intravenous injection applies a bolus for 
fluorescent dye into the systemic circulation. The dose that each 
organ or tissue receives and how long the dye remains in the dif­
ferent regions varies. O ur simple model o f  systemic dye delivery 
was based on observed fluorescent intensities. We chose a con­
centration and flow rate necessary to reconstruct intensities from 
previous studies (H uang etal., 2013). An option for future studies 
is to perform  those in the anesthetized animal after thoracotomy. 
While we expect that higher dye concentrations for systemic deliv­
ery will be required due the binding of fluorescein to plasma 
album in (Becker et al., 2008), we do no t anticipate that changes in 
the concentration o f dye in the foam-agarose carrier are necessary 
for imaging o f cardiac tissues.
In our study we were not able to identify vasculature within 
the sinoatrial node region, which is in contrast to previous reports 
that the sinoatrial node has a rich intram ural network of anasto­
mosing blood vessels and that the density o f the microvasculature 
in the node is greater than in adjacent atrial tissue (Ovcina and 
Cemerlic, 1997). A possible explanation is the focal depth o f  the
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applied probe (approximately 26 ^m ). It is possible that vascula­
ture in the sinoatrial node resides in the depth o f the atrial wall 
that is no t accessible w ith this imaging probe. It is also possi­
ble that visualization o f  the dense and complex network of the 
microvasculature is difficult in context o f  the dense and irregular 
cellular arrangem ent found within this nodal region.
In conclusion, our studies dem onstrate that the introduced 
local dye delivery approach for FCM imaging constitutes an 
im portant alternative to com m only applied systemic approaches 
o f  dye delivery. We suggest that the approach for local dye delivery 
will facilitate clinical translation, for instance, for FCM  im ag­
ing during pediatric heart surgery. Furtherm ore, we believe that 
the foam-agarose dye carrier and methodology for evaluation of 
dye release have significant applications in local delivery o f other 
fluorophores and development o f further types o f dye carriers.
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CHAPTER 4
HIGH SENSITIVITY AND SPECIFICITY OF CARDIAC TISSUE 
DISCRIMINATION USING FIBER-OPTICS 
CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY
4.1 Introduction
Congenital heart disease is the most common birth defect, which affects 
approximately 1% of all live births.1 The main treatment modality is surgical 
repair. Tremendous progress was made over the past half century to lower the 
incidence of conduction disturbances following surgical repair of congenital heart 
defects. The primary therapeutic intervention in treating persistent conduction 
disturbances is permanent pacemaker implantation. Improved understanding of 
the anatomy of the conduction system and advances in surgical techniques have 
reduced the incidence of disturbances after repair of some common congenital 
lesions such as ventricular septal defect from greater than 10% to 1 -  3%.2-4 
However, repair of complex cardiac malformations including abnormally related 
great arteries, AV discordance, and single ventricle physiology are still 
associated with high incidence of permanent pacemaker implantation. For 
instance, the incidence is 41 -  48% after repair of congenitally corrected
5 1transposition of the great arteries.5-1
Currently, in order to prevent conduction disturbances, surgeons rely on 
anatomical landmarks to approximate the location of the cardiac conduction 
system. In complex cardiac malformations where the location of these 
specialized tissues is distorted, the established approach may not be able to 
localize the conduction tissue.8-10 With an increasing prevalence of complex 
cardiac malformations,11, 12 and therefore increasing occurrence of surgical 
correction for these less common malformations, a more reliable and accurate 
intraoperative method for localizing the conduction system is indicated. There 
have been previous attempts at electrophysiological identification of the 
conduction system during open heart surgery.9, 13, 14 However, the reliance on 
atrial pacing to achieve reliable recordings without arrhythmias limited the 
application of these electrophysiology-based localization techniques.
Fiber-optics confocal microscopy (FCM) allows for real-time imaging of 
cellular and sub-cellular features up to 100 pm below the specimen’s surface. 
Current clinical applications of FCM include imaging of tissues in the 
gastrointestinal15, respiratory16, 17, and urinary18 system. We recently introduced 
FCM for imaging in the living heart.19, 20 In these studies, we demonstrated 
feasibility of cardiac tissue discrimination using FCM and local delivery of 
extracellular fluorophores. In particular, we were able to discriminate the 
specialized tissue of the conduction system in the sinoatrial node (SAN) and 
atrioventricular node (AVN) from atrial working myocardium (AWM) in the living 
heart of a rodent model.
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In this study, we investigated the performance of blinded human 
examiners in discriminating images of AWM and specialized tissue of the 
conduction system acquired using FCM. In addition, we evaluated automated 
classification systems for cardiac tissue discrimination. Our hypothesis is that 
human and automated tissue classification can discriminate FCM images of 
AWM and specialized tissue of the conduction system with high sensitivity and 
specificity. For this purpose, we used conventional three-dimensional confocal 
microscopy, FCM, and two methods for local delivery of extracellular 
fluorophores to acquire images from AWM and nodal tissue from the SAN and 
AVN. Spatial regularity of the extracellular space in the images of AWM and 
nodal tissue was measured using texture analysis. Optimal cutoff values for 
automated tissue classification were extrapolated based on receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) analysis of the spatial regularity distributions. Subsequently, 
we evaluated the sensitivity and specificity of human and automated 
classification in discriminating a set of randomly selected images of AWM and 
nodal tissue.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Heart Tissue Preparations 
Animal procedures were approved by the University of Utah Institutional 
Care and Use Committee and followed the guidelines of the National Institutes of 
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Human studies were 
reviewed and approved for exemption by the institutional review board at the
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University of Utah. Details on the preparation and fluorescent labeling of fixed 
tissue samples from rodent, neonatal ovine, and human hearts are provided in 
the Online Data Supplement.
4.2.1.1 Rodent
Young adult Sprague-Dawley rats («300 g) were anesthetized with 
intraperitoneal injections of sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg) containing heparin
(500 lU/kg). Following anesthesia, the hearts were rapidly excised and mounted
21on a Langendorff perfusion system.21 Isolated hearts were then continuously 
perfused with oxygenated, high-K/low-Ca Tyrode’s solution (in mmol/L: 92 NaCl, 
11 dextrose, 13.2 KCl, 5 MgCl2, 24 HEPES, 20 taurine, 5 creatine, 5 C3H3NaO3, 
1 NaH2PO4, 0.25 CaCl2; pH 7.2; «10°C) at a flow rate of 10-15 mL/min. For fixed 
tissue preparations, perfusion was switched after 5 min to a perfusate of Tyrode’s 
solution containing 4% paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4). Following a 10-min perfusion 
of fixative solution, the hearts were immersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
containing 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h at 4°C. Tissue from the AWM, SAN, 
and AVN were dissected from the fixed hearts and stored in PBS at 4°C prior to 
immunofluorescent labeling.
4.2.1.2 Ovine
Hearts were obtained from a study on a preterm model of neonatal chronic
22lung disease.22 Hearts and fixed tissue were prepared in a similar manner based 
on the previously described rodent model.
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4.2.1.3 Human
Studies were reviewed and approved for exemption by the institutional 
review board at the University of Utah. We obtained fixed tissue samples from 
the AWM and AVN regions of an autopsy heart from a 38-week-old fetus.
4.2.2 Fluorescent Labeling of Fixed Tissue 
Fixed tissue preparations from rat, neonatal ovine, and human were 
washed 3x in PBS and incubated overnight with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) 
conjugated to CF488A (29022-1; Biotium, Hayward, CA; 1:25). The next day, 
ovine and human tissue preparations were rinsed and stored in PBS until 
imaging. Rat tissue preparations were further labeled using established 
methods.19 In short, the preparations were rinsed 3x in PBS then permeabilized 
and blocked for 1 h in PBS solution containing 0.5% Triton X-100 and 4% normal 
goat serum (16210-064; Gibco, Grand Island, NY). Immediately following, the 
preparations were bathed for 1 h in Image-iT Signal Enhancer (I36933; 
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Preparations were then rinsed in PBS and incubated 
overnight on a laboratory platform rocker at room temperature with primary 
antibody solution. The primary antibody solution consisted of PBS, 4% normal 
goat serum, and antihyperpolarization-actived cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium 
channel 4 (HCN4; ab69054; Abcam, Cambridge, MA; 1:100). The following day, 
the preparations were washed 3x in PBS then incubated overnight on a rocker at 
room temperature in PBS solution containing secondary IgG (goat anti-rabbit IgG
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H+L) conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555 (A-21429; Invitrogen; 1:40). The next day, 
preparations were given a final rinse and stored in PBS until imaging.
4.2.3 Imaging of Fluorescently Labeled Fixed Tissue 
Fluorescently labeled tissue preparations from rodent, neonatal ovine, and 
human were imaged using a conventional laser-scanning confocal microscope 
(Zeiss LSM5 Duo; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) based on established methods.19, 23 
Fluorescently labeled tissue preparations from rodent, neonatal ovine, and 
human were imaged using a conventional laser-scanning confocal microscope 
(Zeiss LSM5 Duo; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) based on established methods.19, 23 
Images of WGA-CF488A associated fluorescence were acquired using an 
Argon/2 ion laser for excitation at 488 nm and bandpass filter for 505 to 555 nm 
emissions. Images of anti-HCN4-Alexa 555 associated fluorescence were 
acquired using a HeNe laser for excitation at 543 nm and a long pass filter for 
>560 nm emissions. High magnification image stacks were captured using a 40x 
oil immersion lens having a numeric aperture of 1.3. These 3D image stacks 
were acquired at a 0.2x0.2x0.2 pm spatial resolution (xyz dimensions) with a xy 
field of view of 204.8x204.8 pm and a z-scan range of 50 pm. Anatomical 
overview images were acquired with the conventional confocal microscope using 
a 2.5x and 10x air objective with numeric apertures of 0.12 and 0.30, 
respectively.
Representative cross-sections through image stacks from fixed rodent 
tissue preparations are presented in Figure 4.1. These image stacks were
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acquired from the epicardial surface into the subepicardial AWM. AWM (Figure 
4.1, A and B) and SAN (Figure 4.1, C and D) tissue were labeled with WGA 
(Figure 4.1, A and C) and anti-HCN4 (Figure 4.1, B and D). WGA was used to 
visualize constituents of the extracellular space, the outer membrane of cells, 
and the tissue microstructure.24, 25 We used anti-HCN4 to detect cells of the 
conduction system.26-29 We also present example cross-sections through image 
stacks of fixed neonatal ovine (Figure 4.2, A and B) and human tissue 
preparations (Figure 4.2, C and D). The AWM (Figure 4.2, A and C) and AVN 
(Figure 4.2, B and D) were labeled with WGA only. All acquired high 
magnification image stacks were indexed based on anatomical origin of the 
imaged tissue region, i.e., AWM or nodal tissue. Indexed images, in particular a 
set of image stacks acquired from WGA-labeled rodent tissues (referred to as 
CCM images), were stored for subsequent image analysis. Additionally, we 
acquired anatomical overviews of the right atrium from fixed rodent hearts 
labeled with WGA and anti-HCN4. A representative anatomical overview of the 
HCN4 distribution in the partial right atrium of rodent is presented in Figure 4.3.
4.2.4 FCM Imaging of the Living Heart 
In addition to conventional confocal microscopy of fixed tissue 
preparations, we performed FCM on Langendorff-perfused arrested hearts from 
rodent and neonatal ovine. Two-dimensional image sequences were acquired 
using a FCM system (FCM 1000; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) 
and two methods for local delivery of fluorescent dye.19, 20
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The first method was based on topical application of fluorescent dye via 
pipette to AWM, SAN, and AVN tissue regions of perfused rodent and neonatal 
ovine hearts. The fluorescent dye solution consisted of 3 or 10 kDa dextran 
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, 1:8) dissolved in 
Tyrode’s solution to a final concentration of 125 pg/mL. Following dye delivery, 
tissue regions were imaged using the FCM system equipped with a custom fiber- 
optics microprobe (UltraMiniO; Mauna Kea Technologies, Paris, France). Two­
dimensional image sequences were acquired at a lateral resolution (xy 
dimensions) of 1.8 pm, optical sectioning (z) of 10 pm, xy field of view of 169 by 
120 pm, frame rate of 12 Hz, and z-scan range of 50 pm. Images from rodent 
acquired with this topical method of dye delivery are subsequently referred to as 
FCMtopical images. We acquired images from rodent (Figure 4.4, A and B) and 
neonatal ovine (Figure 4.4, C and D) of AWM (Figure 4.4, A and C) and AVN 
(Figure 4.4, B and D) following topical application of dextran-Alexa Fluor 488.
Rodent hearts were also imaged using FCM and a method of local dye 
delivery based on a dye carrier affixed to the tip of the FCM imaging microprobe. 
Dye carriers were fabricated according to a recently described method20 and 
loaded for 15 min with fluorescent dye, sodium fluorescein [Fluorescite® 
(fluorescein injection, USP) 10%; Alcon, Fort Worth, TX, US; 1:1000]. Images 
from AWM, SAN, and AVN regions of perfused rodent hearts were acquired 
using this method with a custom fiber-optics microprobe (UltraMiniOWD30; 
Mauna Kea Technologies) at a lateral resolution (xy) of 1.4 pm, optical sectioning 
(z) of 7 pm, xy field of view of 186 by 130 pm, frame rate of 12 Hz, and a z-scan
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range of 26 ^m. Images from rodent acquired with the dye carrier method are 
subsequently referred to as FCMcarrier images. FCMtopical and FCMcarrier images 
were indexed based on anatomical origin, i.e., AWM or nodal, and stored for 
subsequent image analysis.
4.2.5 Image Analysis 
We characterized the spatial regularity of the extracellular space in CCM, 
FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier images using two methods of image texture analysis. 
The spatial regularity of the extracellular space in CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier 
images was analyzed using two previously described methods of image texture
19analysis.19 The first method involved transforming images into the Fourier domain 
and sampling intensities within circular sectors bounded by spatial frequencies 
between 0.07 to 0.2 ^m-1. The intensities within the circular sectors were binned 
along central angles of 10° and normalized across all bins. The distribution of the 
binned intensities along the angular spectra provides an indication of the spatial 
regularity of the extracellular space. Broad and narrow distributions of intensities 
indicate low and high spatial regularity, respectively. The second method of 
texture analysis was based on second-order image moments calculated from 
subregions in decomposed images. The local orientation and scaling of the 
second-order image moments were derived from singular value decomposition. 
The relative frequency distribution of the local orientations within all subregions of 
an image was used to characterize the image’s spatial regularity. For both 
methods of texture analysis, a quantitative measure of spatial regularity, I15, was
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calculated based on the sum of frequencies within 15° of the peak of the angular 
spectra. The I15 value was determined using both methods of texture analysis for 
all CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier images. We subsequently developed 
automated classification systems based on the I15 distribution of these image 
sets. In our classification scheme, we defined true positive and true negative 
outcomes as AWM correctly classified as AWM and nodal images correctly 
classified as nodal, respectively.
4.2.6 Automated Classification of Tissue Images 
We evaluated automated methods for classification of AWM and nodal 
images based on texture analysis. We mapped I15 values calculated from both 
Fourier and second-order moment analyses of CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier 
images to ROC curves. ROC curves were obtained using the "perfcurve” function 
of the MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA) Statistics Toolbox. In addition, 
for each ROC curve, we calculated an optimal cutoff value, which maximizes the 
product of sensitivity times specificity and therefore minimizes both the false- 
positives and false-negative cases. In calculation of the optimal cutoff values, 
additional weight was given for the misclassification of negative results. We 
defined false positives (i.e., nodal misclassified as AWM) two times as costly as 
false negatives (i.e., AWM misclassified as nodal). Eighty-one images from CCM, 
FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier were randomly selected and classified as either AWM or 
nodal images using automated methods based on these optimal cutoff values.
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The sensitivity and specificity of these automated methods in discriminating 
these cardiac tissue types was determined from these classifications.
4.2.7 Human Examiner Classification of Tissue Images 
Eight human examiners reviewed the set of CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier 
images previously classified by automated methods. The examiners were asked 
to classify the images as AWM or nodal following a 5-minute training phase. 
Training consisted of a slide presentation of previously indexed images of AWM 
and nodal tissue that illustrated microstructural features indicative of each tissue 
type. Examiners were blinded to the classification of the images. Sensitivity and 
specificity of these examiners in discriminating AWM and nodal images was 
determined from these classifications. The previously defined classification 
scheme for a true positive and true negative outcome was used in determining 
the sensitivity and specificity.
4.3 Results
Image stacks and sequences of AWM, SAN, and AVN regions were 
acquired using conventional confocal microscopy, FCM, and two methods for 
fluorescent dye delivery. The resulting images, CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier, 
were indexed based on anatomical origin of imaged region and analyzed using 
texture analysis. In our analysis, we extracted features of the microstructural 
arrangement from the extracellular space within these images, in particular the 
spatial regularity. We then mapped the spatial regularity to a simple score
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denoted as I15. Analysis of ROC curves generated from these I15values allowed 
us to determine optimal cutoff values for automated classification. Histograms 
and ROC curves of I15for CCM (Figure 4.5, A-C), FCMtopical (Figure 4.5, D-F), and 
FCMcarrier (Figure 4.5, G-I) images are presented for both Fourier and image 
moment-based texture analysis. We observed a characteristic bimodal 
distribution of I15 regardless of the method of texture analysis or imaging 
approach. The distributions coincided distinctively with indexed anatomical 
regions. I15 values derived from nodal and AWM images were distributed around 
the lower and higher maxima, respectively. The ROC curves were obtained by 
varying the decision threshold between the minimum and the maximum I15 of 
CCM (Figure 4.5, C), FCMtopical (Figure 4.5, F), and FCMcarrier (Figure 4.5, I) 
images calculated from Fourier (green dotted line) and image moment (solid red 
line) analysis. The inset within the ROC curves shows a magnified view of the 
curve closest to the region of perfect classification. The inset also shows optimal 
cutoff values for CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier images based on Fourier and 
image moment analysis. The optimal cutoff value was calculated based on 
minimizing the distance between the ROC curve and the upper left corner of the 
plot with the addition of a weighting factor based on the misclassification cost of 
AWM and nodal images. Details on the ROC analysis are presented in Table 4.1, 
including sample sizes as well as the sensitivity and specificity for each optimal 
cutoff value.
In a last set of experiments, we evaluated the performance of human and 
automated classification systems in discriminating AWM and nodal images. A
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random set of 81 AWM and 81 nodal images from each of the CCM, FCMtopical, 
and FCMcarrier image sets were evaluated by 8 human examiners. Preceding the 
evaluation, the examiners were trained to identify hallmark features in the 
microstructural arrangement of the extracellular space that allowed for AWM and 
nodal identification. In addition, the same set of images was evaluated by 
automated classification systems based on optimal cutoff values from ROC 
curves and two methods of image texture analysis described above. The 
sensitivity and specificity of human and automated classification systems in 
discriminating AWM and nodal images are shown in Table 4.2. Human examiner 
results are presented as mean ± standard error. We achieved a sensitivity of 
99.2% ± 0.3 and specificity of 98.0% ± 0.7 in human examiner evaluation of 
FCMcarrier images. FCMcarrier images were acquired using the dye carrier method 
of fluorescent dye delivery. Approximately 1 AWM image was misclassified as 
nodal (false negative) and approximately 2 nodal images were misclassified as 
AWM (false positive) from the 81 AWM and 81 nodal images classified. In 
comparison, human examiners misclassified approximately 1 AWM (99.2% ± 0.3 
sensitivity) and 5 nodal (94.0% ± 2.4 specificity) images in evaluating images 
acquired using dye application via pipette (FCMtopical). A comprehensive 
summary of the sensitivity and specificity for each human examiner and each 
image set evaluated is presented in Table 4.3. Sensitivity and specificity for the 
automated method of classification based on Fourier analysis was 97.5% and 
95.1%, respectively, for the FCMcarrier images. In this case, approximately 2 AWM 
and 4 nodal images were misclassified from the total 162 FCMcarrier images. In
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comparison, sensitivity and specificity of automated classification based on 
image moments was 100% (0 AWM images misclassified) and 92.6% (6 nodal 
images misclassified), respectively.
4.4 Discussion
Our studies provide evidence that human examiners can discriminate 
images of AWM and nodal tissue acquired using FCM with extremely high 
sensitivity and specificity. We also found that automated classification systems 
were similarly effective at discriminating these cardiac tissue types as human 
examiners. These results suggest that automated classification has potential to 
support intraoperative FCM discrimination of AWM and nodal tissue. 
Furthermore, the sensitivity and specificity of both human and automated 
classification were similar in discriminating CCM, FCMtopical, and FCMcarrier (Table 
4.2). This suggests that differences in the imaging approach such as method of 
fluorescent dye delivery, imaging modality, and type of fluorescent or optical 
properties of the imaging probe have only marginal effects on the reliability of 
human and automated tissue discrimination. However, human examiners 
achieved the highest specificity in discriminating FCMcarrier images resulting in 
only approximately 2 misclassifications of nodal images as AWM images 
compared to approximately 4-11 nodal misclassifications by the other 
classifications performed (Table 4.2). This result is important in the context of 
pediatric open heart surgery as we are biased towards reducing the number of 
nodal rather than AWM misclassifications.
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We showed previously that the dye carrier approach applied in acquiring 
FCMcarrier images is more appropriate for clinical applications of FCM, in 
particular for translation of FCM for pediatric open heart surgery.20 The local dye 
delivery approach was as effective as established systemic dye delivery in 
visualization of the microstructural arrangement of tissue. However, local dye 
delivery using a dye carrier required a lower amount of dye than systemic 
delivery. To obtain FCM images of sufficient quality over an 8-minute imaging 
session required approximately 4.1 and 240 ^g of fluorescent dye using local or 
systemic dye delivery methods, respectively. The lower amount of dye required 
would make local dye delivery more preferable than systemic methods in the 
clinical environment.
Our study revealed that the microstructural features of AWM and nodal 
tissue in neonatal ovine resemble that of rodent and human. A characteristic 
microstructural feature of AWM in rodent (Figure 4.1, A and Figure 4.4, A), 
neonatal ovine (Figure 4.2, A and Figure 4.4, C), and human (Figure 4.2, C) is 
the regularly striated arrangement of the extracellular space. This arrangement is 
a hallmark of the underlying oriented arrangement of myocytes. In contrast, nodal 
tissue images from rodent (Figure 4.2, C and Figure 4.4, B), neonatal ovine 
(Figure 4.2, B and Figure 4.4, D) and human (Figure 4.2, D) were characterized 
by an irregular, reticular arrangement. We showed previously that an irregular,
19reticular arrangement is a characteristic microstructural feature of nodal tissue.19 
Our findings in this study support that the microstructural arrangement of AWM 
and nodal tissue are similar across rodent, human, and neonatal ovine. We
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suggest based on these findings that neonatal ovine is an appropriate animal 
model for investigating the ability of FCM to delineate the conduction system, in 
particular for applications in pediatric open heart surgery.
There are certain limitations associated with FCM such as penetration 
depth and spatial resolution. Current FCM systems can image to a depth of 
approximately 100 pm at submicrometer resolution. We have shown that up to 50 
pm in depth, microstructural features of cardiac tissue types can be discerned to 
allow for their discrimination, particularly in fetal and infant human hearts (see 19, 
and Figure 4.2, C and D). Therefore, we expect that the penetration depth and 
resolution is sufficient for clinical application of FCM for cardiac tissue 
discrimination, specifically for pediatric open heart surgery. In addition, recently 
developed in vivo fluorescence imaging systems work at near-infrared 
wavelengths. These wavelengths will allow higher penetration depth than current 
imaging systems using wavelengths of visible light.30
A further limitation is associated with the use of FCM images acquired 
from isolated rodent hearts in the evaluation of human and automated tissue 
discrimination. We expect, based on the analysis of the microstructural features
19in rodent and human performed previously19 and in this study, that a similarly 
high sensitivity and specificity of tissue discrimination can be achieved in the 
neonatal and infant human heart in situ.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that human and automated classification 
systems can achieve high sensitivity and specificity in discriminating images of 
AWM and nodal tissue acquired using FCM and extracellular fluorophores. We
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believe that the results of this study would facilitate clinical translation of FCM as 
an intraoperative imaging modality to reduce the incidence of conduction 
disturbances during surgical correction of congenital heart disease
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Figure 4.1 Three-dimensional confocal images of rodent tissue. Cross-section 
through image stacks acquired using laser-scanning confocal microscopy of 
(A,B) atrial working myocardium and (C,D) sinoatrial node tissue from fixed 
rodent tissue preparations. Preparations were fluorescently labeled with (A,C) 
wheat germ agglutinin to visualize constituents of the extracellular space, the 
outer membrane of cells, and the tissue microstructure. Preparations were 
also immunofluorescently labeled with (B,D) anti-hyperpolarization-activated 
cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium channel 4 to detect cells of the conduction 
system.
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Figure 4.2 Three-dimensional confocal images of neonatal ovine and human 
tissue. Cross-section through image stacks of fixed (A,B) neonatal ovine and 
(C,D) human tissue preparations labeled with wheat germ agglutinin. (A,C) 
Image stacks acquired from the epicardial surface into the subepicardial atrial 
working myocardium. (B,D) Image stacks acquired from the endocardial 
surface into the subendocardial atrioventricular node tissue.
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Figure 4.3 Anatomical overview of the right atrium from fixed rodent heart. The 
right atrium was labeled with wheat germ agglutinin (yellow) and 
antihyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated potassium channel 4 
(green) to visualize the extracellular space and nodal cells, respectively. Zoom 
in of outlined region (blue line) acquired using a 10x objective. SVC, superior 
vena cava; RAA, right atrial appendage
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Figure 4.4 Fiber-optics confocal microscopy of the living heart. Example fiber- 
optics confocal microscopy images acquired from the living arrested heart of 
(A,B) rodent and (C,D) neonatal ovine. Images were acquired using a 
UltraMiniO imaging microprobe after topical administration of dextran-Alexa 
Fluor 488 via pipette to a region of (A,C) atrial working myocardium and (B,D) 
sinoatrial node.
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Figure 4.5 Receiver operating characteristic analysis of indexed image sets. 
Histograms and receiver operating characteristic curves of l 15 for (A-C) CCM, 
(D-F) FCMtopical, and (G-I) FCMcarrier images based on Fourier (green dotted 
line) and image moment (red solid line) texture analysis. A bimodal l15 
distribution was observed with indexed nodal (filled histogram) and atrial 
working myocardium (AWM, unfilled histogram) images grouped around lower 
and higher maxima, respectively. Inset within ROC curves show a magnified 
view of the curve closest to the region of perfect classification (upper left 
corner). Optimal cut-off values from Fourier (green square) and image moment 
(red square) texture analysis of the (C) CCM, (F) FCMtopical, and (I) FCMcarrier 
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Figure 4.5 Continued
Table 4.1 Parameters for receiver operating characteristic analysis
Images
Animals / Images Moments Fourier








CCM 6 / 160 7 / 230 42.3 88.8 98.3 35.7 90.0 96.5
FCMtopical 5 / 83 6 / 84 42.1 90.4 96.4 30.8 91.6 97.6
FCMcarrier 10 / 92 10 / 90 37.9 92.4 100.0 30.5 93.5 97.8
AWM, atrial working myocardium; CCM, conventional confocal microscopy; FCM, fiber-optics confocal microscopy;
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Table 4.2 Summary of human and automated classification of confocal images
Images











CCM 100.0 ± 0.0 87.5 ± 3.3 100.0 95.1 100.0 88.9
FCMtopical 99.2 ± 0.3 94.0 ± 2.4 98.8 91.4 98.8 91.4
FCMcarrier 99.2 ± 0.3 98.0 ± 0.7 97.5 95.1 100.0 92.6
CCM, conventional confocal microscopy; FCM, fiber-optics confocal microscopy; SE, standard error;
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Table 4.3 Comprehensive summary of human and automated tissue classification
________ CCM__________  ________FCMtopical________ ________ FCMcarrier______
Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity 
% % % % % %
Examiner1 100.0 85.2 100.0 100.0 98.8 100.0
Examiner2 100.0 90.1 100.0 96.3 97.5 96.3
Examiner3 100.0 85.2 100.0 79.0 98.8 98.8
Examiner4 100.0 86.4 100.0 88.9 100.0 98.8
Examiner5 100.0 86.4 98.8 96.3 100.0 98.8
Examiner6 100.0 100.0 98.8 96.3 98.8 100.0
Examiner7 100.0 97.5 98.8 96.3 100.0 95.1
Examiner8 100.0 69.1 97.5 98.8 100.0 96.3
Fourier 100.0 95.1 98.8 91.4 97.5 95.1
Moments 100.0 88.9 98.8 91.4 100.0 92.6




Surgically-induced conduction disturbances such as sinus node 
dysfunction and atrioventricular block remain a serious complication that can 
result following surgical repair of CHD. The incidence of these conduction 
disturbances and lifelong dependence on pacing therapy was described in 
Chapter 1. In Chapter 1, we also looked at surgical techniques used to repair 
CHD. It is not surprising that the techniques which scrupulously avoided the CCS 
presented the lowest incidence of postoperative conduction disturbances. The 
established method for avoiding the CCS is based on approximating its location 
using anatomical landmarks since the CCS resides below the epi/endocardial 
layer of the heart. However, this imprecise method is not acceptable for surgical 
repair of CHD in which the the course of the CCS is variable or unknown or when 
the repair necessitates placement of sutures or incision lines in close proximity to 
the CCS. A method for direct visualization of the CCS during pediatric heart 
surgery is needed.
In Chapter 2, we demonstrated feasibility of identifying nodal tissue in 
living heart using an approach based on extracellular fluorophores and FCM. We
suggested that this approach had the potential to be used to visualize the CCS 
and reduce the incidence of conduction disturbances during pediatric heart 
surgery. This study was the first of its kind to visualize and reconstruct at 
submicrometer resolution the tissue microstructure found within the CCS, 
specifically the specialized tissue of the SAN and AVN. In addition, we introduced 
methods based on image texture analysis that allowed for quantitative 
characterization of tissue microstructure. The results of this study suggested that 
visualization of the CCS during pediatric heart surgery was possible; however, 
the result of this study brought to light certain challenges in clinical translation of 
FCM for pediatric heart surgery. Some of these challenges included the reliance 
on systemic injections of fluorescent dyes in clinical applications of FCM as well 
as the sensitivity and specificity of the developed approach for cardiac tissue 
discrimination. These challenges were investigated in Chapters 3 and 4, 
respectively.
A major challenge in applying FCM for pediatric heart surgery was the 
reliance of this imaging approach on systemic delivery of fluorescent dyes. We 
needed to address concerns in regards to high dye consumption and adverse 
reactions using this dye delivery method, particularly in a pediatric population. In 
Chapter 3, we investigated local and systemic dye delivery approaches for FCM 
in the living heart. We found that a local dye delivery approach using a foam- 
agarose dye carrier comprised of porous foam and agarose hydrogel delivered 
fluorescent dye in sufficient concentration for FCM. In addition, this local dye 
delivery approach constituted an important alternative to established systemic
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dye delivery methods. Differences in image quality, as measured by signal-to- 
noise ratio, in FCM images acquired following either local or systemic dye 
delivery approaches were not statistically significant. Furthermore, we found that 
the local dye delivery approach required significantly less dye than systemic 
delivery for FCM. The results of this study suggested that the local dye delivery 
approach is particularly suitable for FCM during pediatric heart surgery.
We had shown in Chapter 2 that FCM images of nodal tissue could be 
identified based on the microstructural arrangement of the extracellular space. 
However, there remained questions in regards to the performance of FCM for 
cardiac tissue discrimination, in particular for pediatric heart surgery. In Chapter
4, we investigated the sensitivity and specificity of human and automated 
systems in discriminating FCM images of AWM and nodal tissue. Using FCM 
with methods of local dye delivery previously described in Chapters 2 and 3, we 
acquired images from AWM and nodal tissue of living rat hearts. These images 
were subsequently indexed based on anatomical origin. A panel of human 
examiners were asked to classify a random set of these indexed images as AWM 
or nodal tissue. In addition, the image set was classified using automated 
classification systems based on texture and receiver operating characteristic 
analysis. Both human and automated classification systems achieved similarly 
high sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, high sensitivity and specificity was 
attained in discriminating images of tissue acquired using FCM and the local dye 
delivery approach described in Chapter 3. The results of this study constitute an 
important step in clinical translation of FCM for pediatric heart surgery. We
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suggest that intraoperative cardiac tissue discrimination with high sensitivity and 
specificity can be achieved using FCM and local dye delivery. Furthermore, real­
time automated methods for discriminating AWM and nodal tissue could help 
guide surgeons in the placement of incisions and sutures during surgical repair of 
CHD.
This body of work encompasses the preclinical studies necessary to show 
the safety and effectiveness of FCM for cardiac tissue discrimination with specific 
application in pediatric heart surgery. The potential application of FCM in the 
cardiovascular field should not be taken lightly. For that matter, FCM is a perfect 
candidate for assimilation in any field in which cell and tissue physiology and 
pathophysiology would provide invaluable insights for diagnosis or therapy.
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